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University of Northern Iowa 
Spring 
Commencement 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
May 17, 1975 
COTJEGE COMMENCEMENTS 
May 17, 1975 
The University lacks a protected space large enough to hold an all-university com-
mencement. Therefore, until such time as such space is available, separate com-
mencements will be held by colleges. It is hoped that in the not distant fu tu re it 
will be possible to return to an all-university commencement. 
The University is organized into five colleges, all instruction being offered in fou r 
colleges which offer the undergraduate majors. 
Business and Behavioral Sciences 
Accounting 
American Studies 
Asian Studies 
Business Education 
Business Management 
Economics 
Geography 
History 
Home Economics 
Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education 
Health Education 
Junior High School Education 
Humanities and Fine Arts 
Art 
English 
English as a Foreign Language 
French 
German 
Humanities 
Individual Studies 
Natural Sciences 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Earth Science 
Geology 
Industrial Arts 
Industrial Technology 
Graduate 
10:00 a.m. Men's Gymnasium, 
Latin American Stu dies 
Marketing 
Office Administration 
Poli ti cal Science 
Psychology 
Social Science 
Social Work 
Sociology 
1:30 p.m. 
Library Science 
Physical Education 
Safety Education 
Men's Gymn.1sium 
10:00 a.m. University Auditorium 
Music 
Philosophy 
Religion 
Russian Area Studies 
Spanish 
Speech 
Speech Pathology 
1:30 p.m. 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Science 
University Auditorium 
Technical Institute 
Trade and Industrial Education 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the Graduate College, bu t degrees a re 
awarded at the Commencement Exercises of the college which offers the instruc-
tional work of the student's major. 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
COMMENCEMENT 
May 17, 1975 Men's Gymnasium 
Robert E. Morin, Ph.D. 
Dean of the College 
Howard V. Jones, Ph.D. 
College Marshal 
10:00 a.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT --------------------------------------------------------------- U.N.I. Faculty Brass Quintet 
Quintet in b moll -------------------------------------------··---------- ---------------- --------------- Victor Ewald 
Moderato 
Adagio non troppo lento 
Allegro moderato 
Bruce Chidester, trumpet 
Keith Johnson, trumpet 
David Kennedy, horn 
Stan Bock, trombone 
Don Little, tuba 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing) ------------------------------------ Trumpet Voluntary (Clarke) 
Voluntary on Old IO 0th (Purcell) 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
THE DEAN'S PARTY 
The Marshal 
The Dean 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
Heads of Departments 
THE FACULTY 
Candidates for Masters Degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
INVOCATION ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Reverend Robert A. Roof 
Cedar Heights Presbyterian Church 
A WARDING OF HONORS -------------------------------------------------------------------- Robert L. Ross, Ph.D. 
Head, Department of Political Science 
ADDRESS: The Words One Lives By ---------------------------------------- Daryl Pendergraft, Ph.D. 
Professor of History 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching ---------------------------------------------------- Marilyn W. Story, Ph.D. 
Head, Department of Home Economics 
Bachelor of Arts ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Albert R. Gilgen, Ph.D. 
Head, Department of Psychology 
Master of Arts ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Jerry D. Stockdale, Ph.D. 
Head, Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ______________________ ------------------------------------------------------- Dean Morin 
ALUMNI INDUCTION --------------------------------------- -- --------- -------------------------------------------- Lee Miller 
Director of Alumni Services 
RECESSIONAL ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Trumpet Voluntary (Clarke) 
Voluntary on Old IO 0th (Purcell) 
1 
PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
BUSINESS Edward Alvin Lesch 
Waterloo 
BUSINESS EDUCATION AND OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
ECONOMICS 
HISTORY 
HOME ECONOMICS 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIAL WORK 
2 
Janice Marie Keeney 
Miles 
James Albert Hanisch 
Cedar Falls 
Jon Alan Gjerde 
Cedar Falls 
Kathleen Ann Spence 
Oelwein 
Steven John Watters 
Maquoketa 
Daniel Richard Fox 
Cedar Falls 
Patricia Coral Hipple 
Davenport 
Kathleen Monahan Wernimont 
Waterloo 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
Notes: *Honors **High Honors ***Highest Honors 
(IH) Completed the Individual Honors Program 
Degrees Awarded September 13, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Jane Ann Pattinson 
Psyclwlogy 
Cedar Falls 
Degrees Awarded October 19, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Carolyn Rosacker Brown Ruthven Steve Edwin McCrea Iowa City 
Business Education - Secretarial History 
Rebecca Sue Knudtson Guttenberg William Clarence Mowery Waterloo 
Sociology Business Education - Distributive 
William Oscar Martin Dubuque Education 
Geography 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Susan Lynn Bradley Lockport, Illinois Rebecca Kay Gresslin Sioux City 
Social Work - Sociology and Social Work - Home Economics 
Home Economics Daniel John Longnecker Carroll 
Cosy Cay Greenzweig Charles City Social Work - Sociology 
Home Economics - General 
Degrees Awarded December 20, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
John Glen Amsbaugh Norwalk 
History 
***James Albert Hanisch Cedar Falls 
Economics 
Larry Edward Harder Delmar 
History and Physical Education 
and Health for Men 
Martha Jean Johnson Russell 
Business Education - Office Education 
*Gary Michael Langebartels Lacona 
History 
Judyth Kay Larson Decorah 
Political Science 
Dennis Ray Loomis 
Business Education - General 
Jerold Robert Martinek 
History 
J'lmes Leon Moeller 
Business Education - General 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Decorah 
Wesley 
Holland 
Gladys Reid Aiello Oelwein 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
*Mark Edwin Albrecht Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Gary Arnold Arneson Cedar Falls 
Management 
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David Arthur Mulnix Waterloo 
Business Education - Distributive 
Education 
Paul Gregory Rice Cedar Falls 
Business Education - Distributive 
Education 
Debra Sue Schertz Ottumwa 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Moris Lee Schroeder Clinton 
Sociology 
Debra Tibbits Takatsuka Robins 
Sociology and Social Work - Sociology 
Jerry Warren Walker 
History 
*Julia Hunt Zaiser 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Bruce Charles Badrick 
Sociology 
Michele Meri Bales 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Social Psyclwlogy 
James David Barns 
Management 
Iowa City 
Burlington 
Clinton 
Readlyn 
Grinnell 
William Wayne Basler 
Management 
John Charles Bates 
Management 
Algona 
Sioux City 
**Pamela Marie Baumgartner Strawberry Point 
Accounting 
Layna Beth Bentley Oakland 
Home Economics 
Janice Lynn Berry Trevose, Pennsylvania 
Social Work - Socicil Psychology 
Jerrold Dean Blevins 
Sociology 
Rona ld La Verne Brandos 
Management 
Ralph Allen Campbell 
Marketing 
Cedar Rapids 
Cedar Falls 
Monona 
Larry Thomas Cavanaugh Cedar Falls 
Management 
Timothy A. Cooney Marengo 
Marketing 
*James Byron Crawford Adel 
Marketing and Accounting 
Paul Timothy Cusmano Waterloo 
History 
Ned Ray DeBerg Waterloo 
Marketing 
Debra Ann Decker Bernard 
Social Work - Sociology 
Duane Allen Dodd Reinbeck 
Marketing 
Pa ul Leon Dow Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Paul William Estep La Porte City 
Economics 
Karen Diane Eva ns Des Moines 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
William Charles Faust Dubuque 
Marketing 
Michael Robert Fink Tripoli 
Accounting 
John Walter Fischbeck Mason City 
History 
Julia C. Fitzgerald Ames 
Management 
Dena ld Lee Fransen Waukon 
Marketing 
Larry Dean Friederich Luana 
Marketing 
Robert Fra ncis Gearhart Cedar Falls 
Management 
Richard Raymond Glea on Cascade 
Management 
Rona ld Sylvester Grimm Cedar Falls 
Management 
Kristie Ellen Groh Thornton 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
Larry Lynn Grote Albert City 
Accounting 
Rickey Lee Harrington Waterloo 
Management 
*Larry Lee Harris Fort Dodge 
A ccounting 
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Rebecca Sue Hasenclever Fort Madison 
Social Work - Home Economics 
Robert Carver Haugebak Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Teresa Dorothy Herring 
Social Work - Sociology 
*Michael Shane Heusinkveld 
Management 
Thomas Ray Heyenga 
Management 
*Donald Eugene Horton 
Accounting 
Waterloo 
Boyden 
Allison 
Fort Dodge 
Dian Emme Hovey Marshalltown 
Sociology and Social Work - Sociology 
Jerry Michael Hoyer Sabula 
Management and Sociology 
Rick Fred Johannesen Bancroft 
Marketing 
Larry Roy Johnson Milford 
Management 
Linda Rae Johnson Webster City 
Political Science 
Charles Lee Jordan Tripoli 
Management 
Da niel Keith Kinsinger Centerville 
Sociology 
Kenneth Richard Kolek Waterloo 
A ccounting 
Cheryl O'Connell Kroeger Waterloo 
Management 
Heinz Juergen Kugler Waterloo 
Marketing 
**Barbara Lee Lake Merri 11 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Judith A. Lambe Zwingle 
Marketing 
Martha Smucker Leopard Waterloo 
Office Administration 
Steven Glen Lorenz Independence 
Sociology 
Marcia Ann Lynch Varina 
Office Administration 
Dana Lynn McAvoy Washington 
Political Science 
Rita Celine Michalek Victor 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Janet Burch Miller Marshalltown 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Kurt Duane Miller Ida Grove 
Management 
Linda Susan Miller Independence 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
*'''Lise Kling Miller Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
John Scott Moline Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Alvin Lee Naeve Moorland 
Marketing 
Craig Roger Newholm Cedar Falls 
A ccounting 
Steven Lee Nielsen Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Gale Arden Nore 
A ccounting 
Patrick Michael Patrie 
Management 
Colette Rae Penne 
Geography 
Randy Elton Pettegrew 
Marketing 
Richard Corey Rekers 
Marketing 
Timothy John Ruden 
Marketing 
James Burnell Rygh, Jr. 
Economics 
Donna Marie Schuster 
Waterloo 
New Hampton 
Hudson 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Dyersvi lle 
Lake Mills 
Nashua 
Home Economics in Business -
Cwthing and Textiles 
Raymond Clyde Seiler Cedar Falls 
Management 
Gary Allen Sevey Oelwein 
A ccounting 
Janet Elaine Shafer Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Sociology and Social 
Psychology 
Gregory Ray Smythe Waterloo 
Marketing 
Vernon Leo Steffen 
Economics 
Y akob Temesgen 
Management 
Farley 
Nekempti , Ethiopia 
Steven Leslie Thielen Ceda r Falls 
Marketing 
**Richard H. Thompson Cedar Falls 
Management 
Thomas William Toneff Waterloo 
Psychology 
Ellen Kaye Uchytil Normal, Illinois 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
**David Bruce Van Sickel New Hampton 
History 
William Joseph Vollenweider Waterloo 
Management 
*John J ames Waldron Cedar Falls 
A ccounting 
Anita Ann Murphy Ward Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
Rodney Steven Weikert Cedar Fall s 
Management 
***J ean Howell Wight Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Sociology 
Irvin Lee Wilhelms Waterloo 
Marketing 
Janet Mertes Witt Ada ir 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
J ames Leroy Wittmaack Ida Grove 
Marketing 
Michael E. Wood Creston 
Management 
Degrees Awarded March 7, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Nancy Ellen Courbat Hudson 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Steve Mark Geiger Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Rhonda Lee Hippen Thor 
Business Education - Office Education 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Dennis Michael Boutott (IH) Norfolk, Nebraska 
Management 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Job Satisfac-
tion Factors Influencing the Absen-
teeism of Industria l Workers" 
Juliana Sue Brown Sergeant Bluff 
Social Work - Sociology 
Dona ld Edward Greenley Independence 
Social Work - Sociology 
Dia ne Christine Gulick Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
*Patr icia Coral Hipple Davenport 
Sociology 
Miriam Jo Jameson Des Moines 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Patricia Ann Messerli Monticello 
Business Education - Office Education 
*Richa rd Alan Kapla n Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Barbara Lynne Momberg Mason City 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Barba ra Lee Osthus Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
Stephen Ray Street Garrison 
Social Work - Sociology 
Paulette Marie Stupka Fort Dodge 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Carolyn Brimeyer Werner Dubuque 
Social Work - Social P ychology 
Candidates for degrees May 17, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Carol Marie Aden Jewell *Barba ra Huinker Ahlstrom Garner 
Home Economics - Vocational Home Economics - Vocational 
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Barbara Pilcher Anderson Waterloo 
Home Economics • Vocational 
*Sara Lou Baker Argabright Cedar Falls 
Home Economics· Vocational 
Anthony William Baker Cedar Falls 
Business Education · General 
Nancy Lee Balmer Kellogg 
Business Education · General 
*John Norbert Beckey Muscatine 
Social Science 
*Michael R. Behan Sabula 
History 
Dennis Lloyd Bishop Des Moines 
History 
*Lynnea Rochelle Bovey Pilot Mound 
Business Education · S ecretarial 
Richard Roy Broadie Spirit Lake 
History 
*JoAnn Bughman Dubuque 
Business Education · S ecretarial 
Denise Goodyear Coen Oelwein 
Business Education · S ecretarial 
William Lee Cook Spencer 
History 
Sheila Rae Crouse Fort Dodge 
Home Economics· Vocational 
Dennis George Dirks Grundy Center 
Business Education · General 
Randy Victor Dodd Cedar Falls 
History 
Barbara Underwood Dugga n Cedar Falls 
Home Economics · Vocational 
Thomas Anthony Euchner Cedar Falls 
History 
Duane Dairy! Faas North English 
Business Education · General and 
Physical Education and Health for Men 
Sally Ann Felten Maquoketa 
Business Education · S ecretarial 
Jan Louise Grapenthin Linn Grove 
Business Education · S ecretarial 
Rita Mae Harry Dubuque 
Business Education · Office Education 
J anice Ann Hendrickson Columbus Junction 
Home Economics· Vocational 
Bill Edward Henkenius Westside 
S ocial S cience 
Mary Ellen Hoadley Stuart 
Home Economics · Vocational 
*J a ne Adel Hoeppner Traer 
Political S cience 
Deborah J ean Hoskins Fort Dodge 
S ocial S cience 
Debra J ean Houston Fort Madison 
Business Education · Office Education 
*Cha rles Edward Huff Norwalk 
History 
Ra lph Michael Immings Dike 
History 
Linda Louise Jansa Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Ka ren Lynn J ensen Ames 
Business Education · Office Education 
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Jeffrey Ralph Johnson 
History 
Susan Larsen Jorgensen 
Home Economics - Vocational 
**Edward Richard Kammer 
History 
Marion 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
**Janice Marie Keeney Miles 
Business Education · Office Education 
David John Keffeler Dyersville 
History 
Janice Ann Kimball 
History 
Carol Jeanne King 
Sociology 
Independence 
Fort Madison 
Janice Lynn Kneeland Bettendorf 
Business Education · Secretarial 
Lilly Anne Lattimer Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Gale Dione Lundberg Dubuque 
Business Education - S ecretarial 
Steven Edward Lunning Mason City 
Social Science 
*Theresa Louise Lyons Cedar Falls 
Home Economics· Vocational 
Linda Rae Mabie Charles City 
Social Science 
Ma rlys Marie Meyer McGregor 
Home Economics· Vocational 
Wendy Christine Miner Marion 
Business Education - S ecretarial 
Karen Effie Modlin Iowa Falls 
Home Economics· Vocational 
Jerry Dean Moeller Holland 
Business Education · General 
*Patrick Howard Mooney Davenport 
Sociology 
Douglas Arthur Orr Cedar Falls 
S ociology 
Debra Jane Parrott Fort Madison 
Business E,ducation - S ecretarial 
Paul J. Pedersen, II 
Social Science 
Steve Dale Peterson 
Geography 
Timothy Willard Peterson 
Social Science 
Rock Valley 
Cresco 
Cedar Falls 
Constance JoAnne Pilling Mediapolis 
Home Economics· Vocational 
**Dennis John Presnall Colo 
Business Education · Distributive 
Education 
Sharon Sue Reints Clarksville 
Home Economics· Vocational 
*Debra Kay Rudish Alburnett 
Home Economics · Vocational 
Steven Ray Sadler Cedar Rapids 
Social Science 
Christine Lee Sambdman Davenport 
History 
Sheila Faye Schotanus Saint Ansgar 
Business Education · Accounting 
Connie Rae Schuster Humboldt 
Business Education · Secretarial 
Susan Marie Sexton Ridgeway 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Deborah Louise Kofron Sickles Cedar Falls 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Kathleen Marie Smith Marshalltown 
Business Education - Secretarial 
Gary Gene Spangler Eagle Grove 
Business Education - Distributive 
Education 
Luanne Kaye Spates Cedar Falls 
Sociology and Social Work - Sociology 
Larry Thomas Steines Bellevue 
Business Education - General 
*Gregg Dean Suddeth Ankeny 
History 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Bonnie Neu Ahnell Waterloo 
Social Work - Home Economics 
**Mark Steven Ahrens Story City 
Management 
Wayne Alan Aldrich Waterloo 
Psyclwlogy 
**Linda Marie Alford Cedar Rapids 
Sociology 
Gene Fred Allison Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Donella Haak Ankrum Melbourne 
Social Work - Sociology 
*Carol Jean Anthony Muscatine 
Psyclwlogy 
Lennette Sue Arends Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Mike Douglas Arens Le Mars 
Marketing 
Lisa Marie Bader Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
Ann Therese Bastron Ottumwa 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Patrick Eugene Batten Council Bluffs 
Management 
Michael Robert Baxter Primghar 
Psychology and Sociology 
Kelly Alan Beenen Iowa City 
Management 
Thomas Herbert Bell, III Dubuque 
Social Work - Sociology 
Diane Jean Benton Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Jeffrey Allen Berge Decorah 
Geography 
*Scott Allan Bickley Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Susan Leslie Boomhower Mason City 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Debra Ann Bornhorst Le Mars 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Bruce David Bottorff Waterloo 
History 
*Dennis Eric Bower Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
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*Mary Lynn Swenson Postville 
Home Economics - Vocational 
James Keith Tatman Belle Plaine 
History 
Sue Potts Terry Independence 
Sociology 
Paula Lynne Vannatta Fairfield 
Business Education - General 
Nicholas Dwight Weber Traer 
Social Science 
*Joseph Patrick Worden Manchester 
History 
Susan Kay Y ossi Cedar Rapids 
Business Education - Secretarial 
**Vicky Sue Bowman Coon Rapids 
Office Administration 
**Cheryl Ann Boyenga Mason City 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
John Harold Boysen Clinton 
Accounting 
* Ann Elizabeth Brodie Merrill 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
*Karen Ann Brooks Cedar Rapids 
Office Administration 
Charles Bruce Brown Des Moines 
Marketing 
Courtney D. Brown Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
*Julie· Ann Brown Ruthven 
Marketing 
Robert Leon Brown Sac City 
Marketing 
Brian Frederick Buhrow Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
*Henry Augustine Lloyd Bullen Saint George's, 
Grenada, West Indies 
Political Science and Economics 
**Diane Marie Buis Tripoli 
Social Work - Social Psyclwlogy 
Dennis Wayne Bunger Waterloo 
Management 
Michael John Callaghan Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
Timothy Alan Campbell Waterloo 
Political Science 
*Dennis Doak Capps Hedrick 
Accounting 
Jeffrey David Cash Des Moines 
Economics 
**James Lee Cason Davenport 
Social Work 
William Edward Chandler Cedar Falls 
Management 
Jan Averill Christensen Cedar Falls 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
Kenneth Allen Christiansen Cedar Falls 
Management 
David Arthur Christie 
Management 
Gary Lee Clasen 
Accounting 
Larry Duane Cole 
Management 
David C. Craig 
Psyclwlogy 
Debra Sue Cummings 
Accounting 
Stephen J. Custer 
Marketing 
Bryce Jay Dahm 
Marketing 
Jim Stewart Davis 
Political Science 
Laurie Murphy Davis 
Office Administration 
Cedar Falls 
Rock Rapids 
Roland 
Cedar Falls 
Iowa Falls 
Creston 
Pella 
Cedar Falls 
New Hampton 
Ann Lantz Daws Cedar Falls 
Social Work 
*Patricia Deloris Deppe Grinnell 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Patrick Kevin Devine Davenport 
Sociology 
Arlene Marian De Wolfe Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
*Kendall Pryce Diehl Waterloo 
Management 
Gregory Keith Dralle Greene 
Management 
Daniel Kuno Durben Stacyville 
Marketing 
Rita Ilene During Osage 
Political Science 
Keith Edward Eastlund Boone 
Management 
Patricia Pastorelli Eaton Cedar Falls 
Psyclwlogy 
James Allen Edwards DeWitt 
Accounting 
Pamela SuzAnn Elledge Burlington 
Social Work - Sociology 
Don Clair Ellis Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
*Michael Rowland Ellis Schaller 
Marketing 
**Sharon Ann Ernster Waterloo 
Accounting 
Michael Philip Falk Waterloo 
Marketing 
Annette Jean Farrell Davenport 
Economics 
David Alan Fegley Waverly 
Management 
Brent Edwin Ferrin Marshalltown 
Marketing 
Rebecca Jane Ferrin Shenandoah 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Louis John Fettkether Waterloo 
Accounting 
Gregory Daniel Forest Tipton 
Management 
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**Daniel Richard Fox Cedar Falls 
Psychology 
Linus George Frana Decorah 
Marketing 
Larry Robert French Cedar Falls 
Management 
Dennis Lynn Frese Watkins 
Management 
Debra Ann Frey Aplington 
Accounting 
Dorothy Lynn Frideres Algona 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Paul Michael Garcia Oelwein 
Management 
Tom Joe Garcia Mason City 
Management 
*Paul Gerard Gardner Lost Nation 
History 
Joseph Andrew Garity 
Management 
Daniel Allen Gates 
Psychology 
Leon Eugene George, Jr. 
Marketing 
Murray 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Lila Saunders George Janesville 
Social Work - Sociology and Social 
Psyclwlogy 
Wanda Lynn Gerloff Luverne, Minnesota 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
***Jon Alan Gjerde Cedar Falls 
History and Philosophy and Religion 
Maynard Goff, III Washington 
Political Science 
William Joseph Goss Lawler 
Management 
Donald Mark Green Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
David L. Greimann Charles City 
Psychology 
*Daniel Clair Guhin Bettendorf 
Political Science 
Earl Dean Haeflinger Alta Vista 
Accounting 
Barbara Jean Hani ch Cedar Falls 
Social Work - Sociology and 
Home Economics 
Richard Morga n Hanley Webster 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
**Glenda Jane Eubanks Harris Waterloo 
Accounting 
Sharon Harris Waterloo 
Psychology 
*Donald Leroy Hastings Manly 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Herbert Joseph Hauser, III Waterloo 
Marketing 
*Sandra Sue Haut Davenport 
Accounting 
***Debra Marie Hawker Cedar Rapids 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Paul Alan Heard 
Management 
**Sheryl Freeman Heard 
Economics and Mathematics 
Eagle Grove 
Sac City 
*Randy Verdene Hefner Cushing Jeffrey Lynn Knapp Manson 
History Geography 
Leslie George Heideman Lake City Jack Dean Knight Postville 
Sociology Sociology 
**Jon Elwood Heitland Iowa Falls Diane Marie Knoop Waterloo 
Political Science Economics 
Pamela Jean Hennings Council Bluffs Denise DeEtta Knudsen Audubon 
Social Work - Sociology Marketing 
Iris Henningsen Clinton John Leslie Koberg Walcott 
Home Economics in Business - History 
Housing and Interior Design **William Nicholas Koch Waterloo 
Debra Jan Hjelle Tabor Social Work - Social Psychology 
Psychology **Jerry D. Koester Waterloo 
Steven Craig Hoffman Cedar Falls Accounting 
Management Douglas James Koons Cedar Falls 
Patricia Ann Holland Fort Madison Social Work - Sociology 
Home Economics in Business - Terry Gene Koons Waverly Clothing and Textiles Economics 
Dean LaRoy Hoover Lake City Deborah Ann Kopriva Cedar Falls Marketing Home Economics 
*Mary Kathryn Hovel Manly 
***Timothy Howard Kretschmar Cedar Falls Home Economics in Business - Accounting Food and Nutrition 
Niels Lindheardt Hvitved, Jr. Nashua Dru Anne Krysan Monticello Marketing Management 
Susan Elaine Kuenzi Cedar Rapids Kenneth Lowell Icenbice Deep River Home Economics in Business -Management Clothing and Textiles 
Mike Terry Ingebretson Thornton *Glenda Petersen Kuhn Tama Management Home Economics in Business -
***Gary Dean Iversen Waterloo Food and Nutrition 
Accounting Bonnie Mae Kurt Cascade 
John Lynn Jackson, III Waterloo Social Work 
Management Raymond Lee Larsen Waterloo 
Michael Lee Jarrell Webster City Management 
Marketing 
**Fred Ahrens Larson Story City 
Peggy Swanson Jobe Webster City History 
Psychology 
**Ruth Ann LeFebvre (IH) Mapleton 
Gerald Edward Johnson Wesley Individual Studies - Developmental 
Management and Clinical Approaches to Child 
Jerald Jerome Johnson Des Moines Psychology 
Management Undergraduate Thesis: "Theories of 
Laurie Helen Jones Independence Imitation Learning" 
Marketing **Conrad Albert Lesch Waterloo 
Michael John Kane Oelwein Management 
Management ***Edward Alvin Lesch Waterloo 
Robert Nicholas Kayser Waterloo Management 
Marketing **Kenneth Robert Licht Fort Dodge 
John Henry Kelting Cedar Falls Management 
History Sally Mildred Linderblood Boone 
Elwyn Frederick Kempfert Galva Home Economics in Business -
Accounting Food and Nutrition 
Mary Jonetta Keppers Eagle Grove Randy Lee Lindner Nashua 
Marketing Marketing 
**Paul Forest Kilmer Iowa Falls Vicki Nadine Lindquist Waterloo 
Political S cience Office Administration 
Donald Craig Kimberley Cedar Falls Steven Edward Lines Charles City 
Marketing Accounting 
Linn Ernest Kindred Sabula Diane Louise Lippert Burlington 
Sociology Accounting 
James Allen King Hubbard Roger Lee Lown North English 
Management Management and Marketing 
Janet A. Kintzle Earlville Daryl Robert Luzum Calmar 
Social Work Marketing 
Lyle Lawrence Klimesh Fort Atkinson ***Kevin John Maddigan Oelwein 
Marketing History 
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Thomas Joseph Mahan Le Mars **Andrew Estert Nielsen Stout 
Marketing Accounting 
*Paul Gregory Mangin Waterloo Stanley Lynn Nielsen Cedar Falls 
Accounting Marketing 
Robert James Marquis Waterloo **Judy Kay Oakland Saint Ansgar 
Sociology Home Economics in Business -
Anne Marie Marreel Mason City Housing and Interior Design 
Social Work - Sociology Ronald Wayne O'Connell Lawler 
Jean Ann McAleer Independence Political Science 
Social Work - Sociology *Gerald Lee O'Donnell Davenport 
*Robert William McCartney Mason City Marketing 
Psychology Margaret Ann O'Donnell Parkersburg 
Barbara Hansen McCarty Hartley Sociology 
Psychology Daniel Joseph O'Neill Dubuque 
Kelly James McCarty Hartley Marketing 
Accounting Steven Lauris Opsal Armstrong 
Thomas Joseph McClure Deep River Management 
Management Susan Gail Osborn Ames 
Randall Patterson McCullough Cedar Falls Office Administration 
Management Terry Alan Ouverson Fertile 
Paul Douglas McDonald Waterloo Political Science 
Marketing *Jerry Bruce Paterson Waukee 
Michael Stephen McDowell Des Moines Accounting 
Accounting Gary Colin Patterson Charles City 
Donald James McGill Waterloo Marketing and Management 
Accounting Bernard J. Pecinovsky Calmar 
*Thomas Ray McLaughlin Cedar Falls Marketing 
Accounting John Michael Peek Cedar Rapids 
*Mark Hutchins McNeill Monticello Political Science 
Political Science John R. Peters, II Cedar Falls 
Michael Albert Meinders Cedar Falls Psychology 
Accounting ***Patricia Dianne Petersen Walnut 
**Patricia Ann Mershon Cedar Rapids Accounting 
Accounting Sheldon Craig Petersen Carroll 
Allan Eugene Meyer Burt Marketing 
Economics Richard David Peterson Ames 
Daniel Thomas Miller Waterloo History 
Marketing Stanley Steven Poe Cedar Falls 
Robert Craig Miller Waterloo Marketing 
Accounting and Music - Organ Julie Ann Price Waterloo 
Franklin Lee Minnis Cedar Falls Social Work - Social Psychology 
Accounting Zelda Jean Raine Wall Lake 
Nancy Kaye Mohlis Waterloo Management 
Accounting Galen Albert Reding Armstrong 
Steven Allen Moore Waterloo Political Science 
Management James Raymond Reindl Cedar Falls 
Jacklyn Harmon Mork New Hartford Marketing 
Social Work - Sociology James Leonard Reisener Washington 
Michael Robert Morrow Fort Dodge Accounting 
Accounting Ronald Raymond Richardson Cedar Rapids 
*James Keith Mueller Keokuk Accounting 
Management and Marketing ***Ricky Roy Richman Montezuma 
Brian James Murphy Long Grove Accounting 
Management Lawrence Owen Rinnan Montour 
Molly Michelle Murphy Clinton 
Marketing 
Social Work - Sociology Susan Kay Rix Lytton 
Wayne Richard Nargang Cedar Falls Home Economics in Business -
Geography Clothing and Textiles 
*Donald Paul Nelson Waterloo Joyce Buss Rod Denver 
Accounting and Mathematics Home Economics in Busines -Clothing and Textiles 
Larry Alan Nelson Waterloo Scott Jack Rogers Cedar Falls Management Marketing 
*Terry Lee Nelson Armstrong Dick Frederick Rohlfs Le Mars Accounting Accounting 
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Robert Dean Roisum 
Management 
Michael J . Rokes 
Economics 
*Dale Vincent Rolwes 
A ccounting 
Frederick Charles Rose 
Management 
Robert Vance Rosell 
Management 
Jean Marie Rosenberg 
Social Work - Sociology 
Psychology 
Stephen Rowe 
Marketing 
Jane Eleanor Sage 
Social Work - Sociology 
Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Farley 
Cedar Falls 
Decorah 
Mason City 
and Social 
Cedar Falls 
Lamont 
Janet Ann Saltzman Cedar Falls 
S ociology 
Thomas Harold Schear Alexander 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
**Robert John Scheldrup Washington 
Political Science 
Fred James Schneider Elgin 
Management 
Michael Henry Schnieders Tripoli 
Accounting 
Mary Beth Schulte Marshalltown 
Marketing 
David Willard Seegers Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
John Rodney Sender Ossian 
Marketing 
*Shirley Treston Severson Rockwell 
Social Work - Sociology 
*Michael James Shay Burlington 
Political Science 
Thomas James Shea Waterloo 
Marketing 
Diane J . Jenner Shere Cedar Falls 
Management 
**David Robert Sheridan Waterloo 
Political Science 
Russell Wayne Silver Fort Dodge 
Marketing 
Lawrence August Skretta Fort Atkinson 
History 
Wesley Dean Skyles Spencer 
Social Work 
Cathy Anne Smaha Garwin 
Marketing 
***Kathleen Ann Spence Oelwein 
Home Economics in Business -
Food and Nutrition 
Randall Gregory Stapp Chariton 
Sociology 
James Francis Steggall Fort Madison 
Management 
Mark David Stephenson Mason City 
Social Work - Sociology 
Debora Diane Stone Lamont 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
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Rosemary Dorothy Stronck Greeley 
Social Work - Sociology and Social 
Psychology 
Randall Raymond Thomas Colfax 
Accounting 
Richard Lee Thran Readlyn 
Management 
Kristy Kay Turner Fayette 
Home Economics in Business -
Housing and Interior Design 
Jerry David Uhlman Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Ray Dean VerSteeg West Point 
Sociology 
*James Richard Voigt Fenton 
Accounting 
James Delbert Von Bon Dedham 
Accounting 
Barbara Ellen Watje Denison 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
Kathy Faye Watters Nashua 
Home Economics in Business -
Clothing and Textiles 
***Steven John Watters Maquoketa 
Political Science 
Stephanie Renee Watts Wichita, Kansas 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
*Marcel H. Wehr 
Marketing and Accounting 
***Kathleen Monahan Wernimont 
Social Work 
Sigourney 
Waterloo 
Robert Joseph Wessels Muscatine 
Marketing 
Barbara Jo Wiegand Fort Madison 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
**Larry Jay Wiese Davenport 
History 
Gary Lee Wilder Waverly 
Management 
Charles Robert Wilson Dysart 
Accounting 
Mark Duane Wilson Newton 
Management 
Martha Louise Wilson Solon 
Management 
Joyce Ann Wiren Chariton 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
*Martin Joel Wisgerhof Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
*Michael James Wood Waterloo 
Management 
Richard David Wretman Fort Dodge 
Marketing 
Stanley Robert Wubbena Allison 
Management 
*Lois Ruth Ludden Yarrington Cedar Falls 
Home Economics 
John Stephen Yates Waterloo 
Management 
Julie Andersen Young Marion 
Sociology 
*Larry Lee Youngblut 
Management 
Waterloo 
May 17, 1975 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
COMMENCEMENT 
Men's Gymnasium 
Dean Howard Knutson, Ed.D., presiding 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing) 
1:30 p.m. 
Trumpet Voluntary ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- by J. Clarke 
Voluntary on Old IO 0th -------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- by H. Purcell 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION: 
Candidates for the Specialist in Education Degrees 
Candidates for the Master of Arts in Education Degrees 
Candidates for the Master of Arts Degrees 
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degrees - Teaching Program 
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degree 
The Dean's Party 
Council of Instructional Administrators 
The Faculty 
The Star Spangled Banner ( sung by the audience) ---------------------------- Francis Scott Key 
INVOCATION ------------------------------------------------------------ _____________________ Reverend John M. Kissling 
Chaplain, Catholic Student Center 
SPECIAL MUSIC 
Contrapunctus IX, from Art of the Fugue ------------------------------------ ------------------ by J. S. Bach 
Bruce Chidester, trumpet 
Keith Johnson, trumpet 
Don Little, tuba 
David Kennedy, horn 
Stan Bock, trombone 
ADDRESS ------------------------------------------------------------ ______________________________ "Can You Make It Work?" 
Mr. Jack D. Shelley 
Chairman of the Broadcast Journalism Division 
Iowa State University 
AW ARDI G OF HO ORS ____________________________ ----------------------------- ---------------------- Dean Knutson 
ALU:\1 TI ACHIEVE~IE T AW ARD 
PRESENT A TIO OF THE CA DID ATES --------------------------- -- ----------- Dr. William R. Thrall 
Head, Department of 
Physical Education for Men 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Master of Arts 
Master of Arts in Education 
Specialist in Education 
CO FERRING OF DEGREES ------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- Dean Knutson 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- Mr. Lee Miller 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
America the Beautiful ( two stanzas) __________ ------····------------------------------------------------ Bates-Ward 
No Recessional 
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PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship in 
Particular Areas 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Susan Annette Miller 
Waterloo 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - LOWER Elizabeth Bergstrom Graber 
Winfield 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - UPPER Douglas Wayne Graber 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - READING 
ELEMENT ARY EDUCATION - SPECIAL 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL EDU CA TIO1 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - MEN 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION - WOMEN 
13 
Cra wsfordsville 
Lucia Linn Hutchcroft 
Middletown 
Beverly Joan Stalberger 
Cedar Falls 
Barbara Jo Steen 
West Des Moines 
Stephen Ralph Nicholson 
Nashua 
Deborah Marie Miller 
Cedar Rapids 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Notes: *Honors **High Honors ***Highest Honors 
Degrees Awarded September 13, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Ramona Lee Hunter Council Bluffs Leslie Joanne Sheeder Zieser Guthrie Center 
Elementary Education - Special Elementary Education - Upper 
Degrees Awarded October 19, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Dorothy Ann Chavez Mechanicsville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
LeAnn Jo Deuhr Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Royce G. Duncan 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Camanche 
Helen Fischer Ehman Steamboat Rock 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Thomas Alan Emrick Bettendorf 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Susan Leslie Handfelt Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Karroll Lynn Howard Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Men 
Patricia Ann Hoyt Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
William Albert Large Melbourne 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Mary Pamela Clothier Meyer Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Rebecca Gifford Moen Gladbrook 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental Retardation 
Patricia Dee Robbins Bettendorf 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathy McKee Sacre Des Moines 
Elementary Education - R eading 
John Linden Shoup Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Thomas Crowley Spindler Carroll 
Elementary Education - Special 
Carol Holst Stripling Clare 
Physical Education - Women 
Judith Marie Wendt Dubuque 
Physical Education - Women 
Degrees Awarded December 20, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Annette Kay Allan Cedar Falls Jeffrey James Brennan Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - R eading Elementary Education - Special 
Carolyn Jo Aller Des Moines Susan Osborn Brennan Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Special Elementary Education - Special 
Will ard Harold Asmus Cedar Falls **Becky Kay Buck Shelby 
Elementary Education - Upper Elementary Education - R eading 
Joseph James August Marshalltown *Karen Sue Carney Cedar Falls 
Physical Education and Junior High School Education 
Health for Men Deena Collins Christy Letts 
Dodd Ryan Bader La Porte City Physical Education - Women 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men Shirley Diane Clark Rowley Library Science 
Dan Russell Baker Woodward 
Physical Education - Men 
Sally Kay Conway Keystone 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Phy llis Kremer Betts Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Minnie Nehring Cramer Alden 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Linda Joyce Bigler Decorah Dennis Gordon Donlea Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education Physical Education and 
Russell Kent Bird Algona Health for Men 
Elementary Education - Lower Larry Allan Eckert Cedar Rapids 
Jill Colleen Boetel Hartley Elementary Education - Lower 
Elementary Education - Special 
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Marilyn Hesse Eygabroad Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Special 
Mark Steven Forney Clinton 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
*Coleen Leean Francik Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Rebecca Reints Gavlock Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education Special -
Mental R etardation 
Curtis William Getting Grundy Center 
Junior High School Education 
**Mary Ann Godar Marion 
Elementary Education - Special 
Kay Zellmer Gold Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Women 
Sandra Dutcher Gorecki Iowa Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
***Elizabeth Bergstrom Graber Winfield 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janice Maureen Griffin Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Nancy Ann Hasler Monticello 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Mary Ellen Hearn Council Bluffs 
Early Childhood Education 
Mary Catherine Heffernan Manchester 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Steven Craig Helms Bettendorf 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Linda Susan Herrold Iowa Falls 
Physical Education - Women 
Lorna Mae Hess Guttenberg 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kent William Hinrichsen Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Special -
Mental R etardation 
David Claire Hutchison Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special 
Calvin Richard Jehl Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Debra Louise Janson Des Moines 
Physical Education - Women 
**Denise Darlene Johansen Latimer 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Bruce Leonard Johnson Jewell 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Carol Christine Johnson Lohrville 
Junior High School Education 
Byron Dean Jones Council Bluffs 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Helen Christine Jorgensen 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Osage 
Kathleen Louise Kearns Dyersvi lle 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Esther Spinelli Kelly Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Frederick L. Koopmann Epworth 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Elise Ann Kraft Oelwein 
Physical Education - Women 
Linda Louise Larkin Bernard 
Elementary Education - Lower 
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*Lenore Diane Loots Manson 
Early Childhood Education 
Michael Harold Loveland Independence 
Elementary Education - Upper 
James Edward Mather Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Lana Faye McBride Zearing 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Connie Gray McCright Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jo Anne McPherson Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
Jay Dee Moeller 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Beaman 
Leland Edward Morrison Sigourney 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Mark Edward Naughton Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Special 
**Cathy Joan Nelson 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Stephen Ralph Nicholson 
Physical Education and Health 
for Men and Science 
Britt 
Nashua 
**Mari lyn D. Root Nicol Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Beverly Buser Nielsen Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Women 
Karen Ann Oberreuter Watkins 
Health Education 
Nanette Jill Ohlund Estherville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Connie Kloberdanz O'Rourke Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Joel Charles Paige Dike 
Physical Education - Men 
Michael Allen Reeves Panora 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Nancy Boone Reynolds Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Linda Margaret Van Vooren Ridihalgh Hudson 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Pa mela Kay Rodgers Adel 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Diane Marie Rondeau Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Shirley Adel Meyer Rozendaal Aplington 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Barbara Rae Schlorholtz Rockwell 
Elementary Education - Special 
Catherine Ruth Schryver Canton, Missouri 
Elementary Education - Special 
Linda Marie Schulz Rockwell City 
Early Childhood Education 
*Rebecca Kay Shirbroun West Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
**Linda Mae Sibley Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Barbara Crowe Sidler Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Rhoda Susan Snyder Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special 
Cynthia Brown Soderberg Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special 
Margaret Ann Spear Tipton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathleen Steinbach Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Joanne Marie Stillman Emmetsburg 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sheryl Ann Stockberger Mason City 
Physical Education - Women 
**Cynthia Raye Stovie Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special 
Lydia Ruth Struyk Perry 
Physical Education - Women 
*Geraldine Anne Bader Swyers 
Early Childhood Education 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Neil Dial 
Physical Education - R ecreation 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
*Michael Nelson Tompkins La Porte City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Steven Mark Triplett Storm Lake 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Lynell Pease Van Fleet Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
Joyce Ann Weatherman Iowa Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
Michael George Woodley Waterloo 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Degrees Awarded March 7, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Ladonna Sue Anderman 
Physical Education - Women 
Ellen Groseclose Brandhorst 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Fred Dudley Kruger 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Sherry Fletcher Lange 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Hazleton Linda Jo Willey Moenk Troy Mills 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Waterloo Mary Margaret Sherwood Ames 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Edgewood Sheila M. Wester Homewood, Illinois 
Elementary Education - Special 
DeWitt 
Candidates for degrees May 17, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
David Alan Aamodt Northwood 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Linda Abramowicz Chicago Heights, Illinois 
Elementary Education - Special 
Andrea J ane Allen Hazleton 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Carol Ann Ebert Arneson Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jean Christine Arvizu Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janis Marie Axtell Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Jo Back Klemme 
Elementary Education - Special 
Janan Peters Bader La Porte City 
Physical Education - Women 
*Susan Ann Bailey Letts 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Theresa Rose Baker Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Barbara Jolley Barnhouse Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Robert Snider Barnhouse, Jr. Oskaloosa 
Elementary Education - Upper 
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Gail Ann Barry Defi ance 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Kevin Robert Bash Hazleton 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
*Alva Glen Battin, III Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Deborah J ane Baumhover Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
Nanette Marie Baumhover Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Linda Sue Beal Wesley 
Elementary Education - R eading 
**Marla Rae Bell Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - R eading 
**Melissa Ann Bell Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special 
Robert Wayne Benton Sioux City 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Diane Marie Berthe! 
Junior High School Education 
Cha rlotte Marie Betsworth 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Delmar 
Merrill 
Mary Carol Bickford Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Nyla Jean Bickford West Burlington 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Debbie Jo Bierle Fenton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Carole Denger Black Davenport 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Bonnie Jo Bless Toeterville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Paula Catherine Boehmer Marshalltown 
Early Childhood Education 
James Christopher Bohnsack 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Laurie Beth Boyle 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Estherville 
Decorah 
Catherine Laing Brace Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janice Marie Braham Postville 
Physical Education - Women 
Jan Alban Brandhorst Reinbeck 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Mary Carlson Bridges Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Janis Jacques Britson Alden 
Physical Education - Women 
Edwin George Broders Battle Creek 
Safety Education 
*Laura Jeanne Brown Grinnell 
Elementary Education - Special 
Sharon Sailsbury Buddin Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Larry Dean Cain Waterloo 
Physical Education 
and Health for Men 
Bonnie Uthoff Callahan Amana 
Early Childhood Education 
Warren Jeremiah Callahan Dubuque 
Physical Education - Men and 
Elementary Education - Upper 
**Gregory Merle Cameron Knoxville 
Physical Education and Health 
for Men and Mathematics 
James E. Campbell Des Moines 
Physical Education and Health 
for Men 
*Gail Lynn Carlson Akron 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Corinne Catherine Cayler Bancroft 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Jerry Charles Cochrane Sigourney 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cheryl Carmen Coco Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Ronda Lee Collins Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Kathryn Combs Penfield, New York 
Physical Education - Women 
Marilyn Ann Cox Dunkerton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mark Jewell Crouch Des Moines 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Michelle Ann Curtis Davenport 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Janonne Doreen Daup Des Moines 
Early Childhood Education 
Carolyn Francene Davis Russell 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Tina McKinnon Davis Ventura 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Ellen Derr Day Arlington 
Junior High School Education 
Sue Gielau Deaver Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special 
Joyce Ann Thompson Deffenbaugh Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Russell John DeHolt Bradford 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Virginia Paige Destival Oelwein 
Early Childhood Education 
*M. La Verne Flint Devenny Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Barbara Lou Devine Maquoketa 
Early Childhood Education 
Sara Huber Dewey Waverly 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Linda Jante Dickson Forest City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Carol Thomas Dighton Manchester 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Deborah Marie Dingmon Clinton 
Physical Education - Women 
Mary Downey Dixson Pierson 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Jean Theresa Dodds Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Special 
Alan Dean Dohlman Hampton 
Physical Education and Health 
for Men 
*Margaret Ellen Donnelly Independence 
Elementary Education - Special 
Mary Margaret Drey Des Moines 
Physical Education - Women 
Vickie Lyn Duhrkopf Sumner 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Alberta Honeywell Dunn Belmond 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Nicholas J . Durand Des Moines 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
*Carol Halligan Earles Eagle Grove 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Lori Ann Eckheart Buffalo Center 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Marlys Rae Eden Titonka 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Marcia Halvorson Ehlers Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Women 
*Linda Jo Eichelberger Muscatine 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Christine Rae Elgin Indianola 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Karen Sue Elwonger Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Charles Wright Enyart Postvi lle 
Elementary Education - Upper 
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Pamela Jean Erbe Charles City 
Junior High School Education 
*Loran Dean Erdmann Osage 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Maureen Therese Fachman Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Donna Coyle Falk Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Mary Elizabeth Farrell Pocahontas 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Bona May Feller Dysart 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patricia Sue Felter Grundy Center 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Mike John Filer Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Men 
*Gene Ray Fischer Dike 
Early Childhood Education 
Wynona Marie Fordice Iowa City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Meredith Lee Fort Springville 
Early Childhood Education 
*Julie Hanna Foth Osage 
Early Childhood Education 
Denise Arri! Frederick Marshalltown 
Early Childhood Education 
'''*Carol Marie Friederich Postville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Gail Marie Friedman Carroll 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Mary Jane Gardner Lost Nation 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Sandra Kae Gartin Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special 
Patricia Joanne Gass Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Reading 
*Robin Lee Gemignani Homewood, Illinois 
Elementary Education - Lower 
John William Geringer Storm Lake 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Rebecca Jo Gillaspie Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Women 
Linda Duncan Ginn Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special 
'''Jenny Lynn Gor uch Wilton Junction 
Elementary Education - Lower 
** Douglas Wayne Graber Crawfordsville 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Richard Allen Green, Jr. Mason City 
Elementary Education - Special 
Sally N. Green Cedar Fall 
Physical Education - Women 
*Rhonda Sue Groeneveld Aplington 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Adele Marlene Guehrn Marengo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Ruth Anne Gumm Jefferson 
Elementary Education - Reading 
** Marsha Marie Gunderson Clermont 
Elementary Education - Upper 
John Charles Gustafson 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Des Moines 
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**Joyce Anne Hackett Clinton 
Elementary Education - Special 
Mary Helen Hall Ankeny 
Early Childhood Education 
**Ronda Pilkington Hall North English 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Valerie Jo Hamilton Merrill 
Elementary Education - Special 
Colette Pederson Hansen Goldfield 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Debra Pauli ne Hansen Hampton 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Aliceann Harkin Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Dennis Alan Harms Ackley 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Sandra Kay Hartung Dubuque 
Physical Education - Women 
Leon Francis Hatchett, Jr. Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Joan Marie Hatteberg Clinton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Vicki Lea Heck Scranton 
Early Childhood Education 
Linda Lou Heimer Algona 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Patricia Kay Heithoff Gray 
Junior High S chool Education 
Janice Jean Helle Dyersville 
Elementary Education - Reading 
John Edward Hess Guttenburg 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Ardith Moreau Hild Sioux City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Lois Wittry Hildman Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Reading 
**Ronda Jean Hill Baxter 
Elementary Education - Upper 
'''**Sheryl Kay Hime Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Lower 
and German 
JoAnn Sue Hinrichs Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Special 
**Faye LaDori Hir chy Wayland 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Janet Goerdt Hlubek Clinton 
Elementary Education - Special 
Connie Burgstrum Hoeppner Cedar Falls 
Early Childhood Education 
**Rebecca Sue Hofer Audubon 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Marlys Lenore Holtan Forest City 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Rebecca Mae Holub Central City 
Early Childhood Education 
Jean Sanders Howell Manchester 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janice Marie Hrdlicka Cresco 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Barbara Hudock Franklin, Indiana 
Elementary Education - Special 
**Dudley Lynn Humphrey Garner 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Margaret Susan Hurd Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special 
**Lucia Linn Hutchcroft Middletown 
Elementary Education - R eading 
*Gretchen Ann Jeffries Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special 
Linda Christine Jergenson Kanawha 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Barbara Ann Jessen Carroll 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Danny Ray Johnson Cedar Falls 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Linda Diane Johnson 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Laura Jean Juhl 
Early Childhood Education 
*Patricia Joyce Fay Kamman 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Denison 
Ackley 
Waterloo 
**Susan Ann Katzer Doniphan, Missouri 
Junior High School Education 
Mary Margaret Kelley Dougherty 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Linda Jane Kelly Armstrong 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Jerry L. Ketchum Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Thomas Edmond Kimball Fort Madison 
Safety Education 
Bruce Alan Kimbrell 
Safety Education 
Kathleen Marie Kirby 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Hawkeye 
Onawa 
Maurine Kemmerer Kjeld Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special 
Lorraine Elise Kluber Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Women 
Henry Charles Kohler Remsen 
Physical Education - Men 
* Alice Louise Kracke Manchester 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Jody Lea Kramer Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special 
**Rosemary Verna Kreber Granville 
Elementary Education - Special 
Barbara Marie Kuch Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Special 
**Holly Jane Kusserow Eldora 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathleen Waite La Dage Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Women 
*Connie Sue Lakin Ottumwa 
Elementary Education - Reading 
*Douglas Allan LaPlante Sioux City 
Safety Education 
*Leann Marie Larkin Harpers Ferry 
Elementary Education - Reading 
**Theresa Ann Lazio Muscatine 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Linda Kay Leach Fredericksburg 
Early Childhood Education 
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Robert Lesley Lemon, Jr. Mason City 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Cynthia Kay Levine Creston 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Sandra Kay Levorson Riceville 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sherry Lyn Looby Luana 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Barr Loomer Waterloo 
Jun ior High School Education 
Dawn Evonne Lorenz Clinton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
**Delene Marie Luhrs Casey 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Nancy Anne Lukavsky Newton 
Elementary Education - R eading 
*Cynthia June MacDonald Shell Rock 
Elementary Education - Special 
Bonnie Bickett MacKenzie Farragut 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Sally Elizabeth Magnuson 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Elementary Education - Special 
*JoAnn Malecek Belle Plaine 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Charlene Annette Manguson Harcourt 
Physical Education - Women 
Mary Ann Marsch Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Barbara Alice Martin Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Special 
Marianne June McDermott Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Rene·e Muirhead McFerron Cedar Falls 
Junior High S chool Education 
**Kathryn Ann McGuire Edgewood 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Nancy Harms McIntire Britt 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Paul T. McIntyre Boone 
Physical Education and Health 
for Men and Safety Education 
Susan Jolene McKee Red Oak 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Sharon Marie McMulin Des Moines 
Physical Education - Women 
Rita J ane McNamara Clinton 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cynthia Ann Meister Oelwein 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*J oan Marie Menke Carroll 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Carroll Kim Merchant Garrison 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Maria Falbo Metge Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Deborah Marie Miller Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education - Women 
George Washington Miller, Jr. Lowden 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
***Susan Annette Miller Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
Dale Wayne Mills Sioux Rapids 
Safety Education 
Marilyn Kaye Moeller Reinbeck 
Physical Education - Women 
Julie Ann Molacek Algona 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Marilyn Kristine Monson Forest City 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Luann Marie Montag West Bend 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Sue Kay Morf Monticello 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Elaine Mueller Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Elementary Education - Special 
Kathleen Joyce Mundt Gladbrook 
Physical Education - Women 
Colleen Ann Murphy Clinton 
Elementary Education - Special 
JoAnn Marie Murphy Knoxville 
Early Childhood Education 
*Jane Annette Negus Sutherland 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Eileen Ruth Nelson Wesley 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Carolyn Jane Nervig Brooklyn 
Physical Education - Women 
,:":'Mary Ann Neumayer Carroll 
Early Childhood Education 
Robert Eugene Nichols Algona 
Junior High School Education 
*Julie Cowell Niemeyer Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Susan Vance Nixt Greene 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Connie Sue Norenberg Keota 
Early Childhood Education 
**':'Mary Ellen Obermann Mediapolis 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Mary Joan O'Brien Oelwein 
Physical Education - Women 
Susan Jane O'Brien Sumner 
Physical Education - Women 
**Dori s Marie O'Connell Frederika 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Terri Everist O'Halloran Malcom 
Elementary Education - Special -
Emotionally Maladjusted 
Constance Kaye Tatma n Ohrt Vinton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janet Marie Olmstead Marshalltown 
Early Childhood Education 
*Deborah Susan Olson Lehigh 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Eileen Maree Olson Ringsted 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*Mary Jo Olson Monona 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mark Parrish Onstott Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education and Health for 
Men and Safety Education and 
Physical Education - Recreation 
**Carolyn Sue Orr Manchester 
Elementary Education - Lower 
**Linda Leanne Orris Columbus Junction 
Elementary Education - Special 
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Kari Ellen Oxenfield Marshal I town 
Early Childhood Education 
Joan Miller Padley Mount Pleasant 
Elementary Education - Special 
Kaye Lola Pals Meservey 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patricia Diane Pals Belmond 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Eric Paul Pankoke Winfield 
Junior High School Education 
Michael Mark Parker Anita 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Linda Higgins Pattee Independence 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Thomas Edward Perdue Oskaloosa 
Junior High School Education 
Susan Carol Peters George 
Elementary Education - Upper 
**Scott Lewis Petersen Mason City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Perry Andrew Phillips Altoona 
Junior High School Education 
Marcia Jane Pieper Van Horne 
Physical Education - Women 
Eloise Ann Polashek Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - R eading 
*Cindy Lou Powelka Maquoketa 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cynthia Ann Quinn Davenport 
Early Childhood Education 
Michael J. Radcliff Mason City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Andrew Lee Rainey 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Douglas Michael Reeves 
Physical Education - Men 
Dan Garrison Reid 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Waterloo 
Spencer 
Burlington 
Richard Alan Riker Waterloo 
Safety Education 
Sylvia Carol Riley Cedar Rapids 
Elementary Education - Special 
Kenneth Bruce Robinson Marengo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Betty Jane Rock Dixon 
Elementary Education - Special 
Grant Robert Roelf Allison 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Katherine Hahn Rohle Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
Diana Reynolds Rokusek Waterloo 
Physical Education - Women 
Eileen Renee Rowden Marshalltown 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janelle Fay Rupert Northwood 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Joyce Clarice Rusley Sioux City 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Kent Lee Rutz Manning 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Virginia Mary Sabers Worthington 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Marla Louise Sanborn Olin 
Elementary Education - Reading 
**Janice Marie Sayler Water loo 
Elementary Education - Reading 
*Debra Ann Schenkelberg Carroll 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Rebecca Sue Scheurs Vinton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mark Willia m Schleisman Grundy Center 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Danny Ray Schneider Marion 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Nancy Considine Schrage Parkersburg 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Gretchen Lenore Schroeder Davenport 
Elementary Education - Special 
Martin Roy Schuhmacher Amana 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Duane Henry Schulz Hud on 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Linda Lee Scrivner Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Willia m Steven Seamen Cedar Rapids 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
*Hilda Anne Dugger Searl New Hartford 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Steven Norman Sedlmayr Farmersburg 
Safety Education 
*Kathryn Boeck Sharp Janesville 
Early Childhood Education 
Lynne Bellendier Sharp Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Linda J ean Shaver Fort Dodge 
Elementary Education - Reading 
*Joann Marie Short Shelby 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Denise Ann Showalter 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 
Early Childhood Education 
*Jennifer Ann Shreve Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Lower 
*David Dean Sigmund Madrid 
Elementary Education - Upper 
*Karen Robeson Simkins Davenport 
Elementary Education - Special 
Morfoula Antonia Skarlis Burlington 
Elementary Education - Upper 
David Allen Skibsted Storm Lake 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
**Carol Ann Smith Hampton 
Elementary Education - R eading 
Kri ss Hedges Smith Ottumwa 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
Stella Bai ley Smith Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
James Henry Sorensen Water loo 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
**James Alvin Sprau Mason City 
Elementary Education - Upper 
***Beverly Joan Stalberger Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Barbara Jo Steen West Des Moines 
Junior High School Education 
Russe ll John Steinkamp Arcadia 
Physical Education and Health for 
Men and Safety Education 
*Jacquelyn Stephens Di agonal 
Elementary Education - Special 
Nanci Jane Stole Roland 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Mary Brainard Stotts Cedar Falls 
Elementary Education - Special 
Esther Catherine Streletzky Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Reading 
Su an Kay Tanner Northwood 
Physical Education - Women 
Karen Mari e Thompson Gilman 
Early Childhood Education 
Jeanine Mary Thorsheim Des Moines 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Janet Catherine Thyne Clinton 
Physical Education - Women 
Mary Ann Blau Toothman Shell Rock 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Laurel Mae Treinen Rem en 
Early Childhood Education 
Jayne Ellen Tyler Atlantic 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jolynn Mildred Uban Waterloo 
Early Childhood Education 
Scott Willi am Van Houten Melvin 
· Elementary Education - Upper 
*Marjorie Montgomery VonBon Carroll 
Elementary Education - Special 
Mary Ann Wagner Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Kathy Sue Wahlert Anita 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Barbara Jo Wa lker Ottumwa 
Elementary Education - Special 
Marlene Kay Wa ller Marcus 
Physical Education - Women 
Dianne Marreel Wa lsh Plymouth 
Elementary Education - Lower and 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Denise Dorothy Wa lter Shenandoah 
Early Childhood Education 
Gail Allyn Walters Mason City 
Early Childhood Education 
Donna Lee Warth Burlington 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Donna Jean Wearda Sheffield 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Maxine Caroly n Weigel Boone 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Cynthia Louise Weingart Man ly 
Elementary Education - Special 
Kent Alan Wessely Cedar Falls 
Physical Education and 
Health for Men 
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**Jenni th Alberti West Cedar Falls Norma Kaye Deaver Winter Hudson 
Physical Education - Women Early Childhood Education 
Marybeth Weyburn Davenport Marla Jean Wittkop£ Algona 
Elementary Education - Lower Physical Education - Women 
Nancy Burdick White Lake Mills Cynthia Elizabeth Wolfe Toledo 
Elementary Education - Upper Elementary Education - Lower 
Leslie Ellen Wiant Ames Julie Ann Wood Clinton 
Junior High School Education Physical Education - Women 
**Karen Kay Wilhelm Dyersville *Colleen Doll Wren Montezuma 
Early Childhood Education Elementary Education - Special 
Roanne Tompkins Willey Center Junction Carol Sue Yarrington Morley 
Elementary Education - Lower Elementary Education - R eading 
Duane Arthur Wilson Mount Auburn Susan Jean Zieke Cedar Rapids 
Junior High School Education Physical Education - Women 
*Rachel Sue Wilson Farnhamville 
Elementary Education - Special 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Mary Jo Geary Brown Cedar Falls *Marsha Lee Peterson Madrid 
Physical Education - Recreation Physical Education - R ecreation 
Gary Alan Burgess Clinton Burton Lyle Rice Waterloo 
Physical Education - Recreation Physical Education - Recreation 
Ronald John Carruthers Ackley Doris Jane Ries New Vienna 
Physical Education - Recreation Physical Education - Recreation 
Sandra Jo Ethington Cedar Falls Pamela Kay Riley Bettendorf 
Physical Education - R ecreation Physical Education - Recreation 
Roberta Lee Fox Randalia Teresa Joanne Schrader Waterloo 
Physical Education - Recreation Physical Education - R ecreation 
Jerry Lee Hamilton Tipton Joan Elizabeth Stolze Bettendorf 
Physical Education - Recreation Physical Education - Recreation 
Steven Edward Herzog Mason City Richard Carl Westi n Cedar Falls 
Physical Education - Recreation Physical Education - Recreation 
,I 
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COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
COMMENCEMENT 
May 17, 1975 University Auditorium 10:00 a.m. 
Dean Janet L. Travis, Ph.D., presiding 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
C entone V ----------------------------------------------------------- ·----------------------------------------------- by S. Scheidt 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing) 
Trumpet Voluntary ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- by /. Clarke 
Voluntary on Old 10 0th ---------------·------------------------------------------------------------------ by H. Purcell 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION: 
The Faculty Marshal 
The Dean's Party 
The Department Heads 
The Faculty 
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees 
Candidates for Masters Degrees 
THE INVOCATION ---------------------------- . __________ ______ ---------------------------------------- Rev. John Folkers 
United Campus Christian Ministry 
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD ----------- -------------------------------------- Jam.es F. Curtis, Ph.D. 
Class of '35, U.N.I. 
Professor of Speech Pathology 
University of Iowa 
AWARDING OF HONORARY DEGREE ---------------------------------------------------- James S. Hearst 
DOCTOR OF LITERATURE ( L1rr.D.) Professor Emeritus of Creative Writing 
AWARDING OF HONORS ---------------------------- ---------------------------- Dean Janet L. Travis, Ph.D. 
ADDRESS ------------------------------------------------- ---- ------ ------------------------ The Honorable Blair C. Wood 
District Court Judge 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES -------- ----- ---------------------- Dean Janet L. Travis, Ph.D. 
Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Bachelor of Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
Master of Arts 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES ------------------------- ·---------- President John J. Kamerick, Ph.D. 
ALUMNI INDUCTION -------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- Professor Stanley Wood 
B ENED I CTI ON ---- ---------------· -------------------------------------- ·----------------------------- Rev. Everett Hemann 
St. Patrick's Church 
RECESSIONAL ( audience standing) 
Everyone is invited to a reception for the graduates, faculty, parents, relatives and 
friends on the lawn in front of the Auditorium Building. (In case of inclement 
weather the reception will be held in the Hemisphere Lounge of the Maucker 
University Union. ) 
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PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
ART 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
FRENCH 
GERMAN 
MUSIC 
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
SPANISH 
SPEECH 
SPEECH PATHOLOGY 
Eloise Marie Bissen 
Stacyville 
Kathleen Ann Steiner 
Mason City 
Linda Jane Houser 
Anamosa 
Marilyn May 
Cherokee 
Linda Joy Snell 
Mason City 
Dane Robert Sommer 
Waterloo 
Jennifer Hope Brooks 
Waterloo 
Gregory Eugene Metge 
Des Moines 
Karen Sue Selsor Perry 
Cedar Falls 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Conspicuous Achievement 
in Particular Areas 
DEBATE AND ORATORY 
INTERPRETATION 
MUSIC 
THEATRE ARTS 
Gregory Eugene Metge 
Des Moines 
Mary Cheryl Thompson 
Cedar Falls 
William Durst Severin 
Cedar Falls 
Jeffrey Scott Steitzer 
Cedar Rapids 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS DEAN'S A WARD 
Presented to a Bachelor Degree Graduate of the College of Humanities 
and Fine Arts to Recognize Superior Achievement 
Karen Sue Selsor Perry 
Speech Pathology Major 
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Cedar Falls 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
Notes: *Honors **High Honors ***Highest Honors 
(IH) Completed the Individual Honors Program 
Degrees Awarded September 13, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Constance Lea Brinkley 
Speech 
Seattle, Washington 
Degrees Awarded October 19, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Mary Christine Horrell 
Spanish 
Doris Ann Luiken 
English 
Kevin John McCarville 
English 
Fort Dodge 
Steamboat Rock 
Moorland 
Barbara Ann McLaughlin 
Art 
Charlotte Marie Palmer 
Spanish 
Cheryl Ann Schneider 
Speech 
Degrees Awarded December 20, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
David Keith Adland 
English 
*Gretchen Louise Barkhoff 
Art 
Rick E. Bruner 
Art 
Denise Sue Christofferson 
Spanish 
Arica Anne Doggett 
English 
Connie Jo Grauerholz 
Speech Pathology 
Janet Grace Gray 
Speech Pathology 
Alice Rosalie Gundacker 
Art 
Marshalltown 
Tripoli 
Cedar Falls 
West Des Moines 
Dubuque 
Cedar Falls 
Linda Lee Rushing Moskot 
English 
Susan Lynn Oellrich 
Art 
Mary Heffner Oelmann 
Music - Piano 
Francis Joseph Olson 
Speech Pathology 
***Karen Sue Selsor Perry 
Speech Pathology 
David Craig Peters 
English 
Rebecca Anne Rannebarger 
Art 
Cynthia Louise Schell 
Art 
Belmond 
Des Moines 
Cedar Rapids 
Cedar Falls 
Todd ville 
Parkersburg 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Webster City 
West Des Moines 
Waterloo 
Glenda Franck Hellenthal 
English 
Marengo 
Strawberry Point 
Cedar Falls *Carol Ann Scott Cedar Rapids 
Patricia Ann Hill Lincoln, Nebraska 
Speech Pathology 
*Vicki Lynn Hudspith Marion 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
***Sharon Elizabeth Jordan Peru 
English as a Foreign Language 
and English 
Russell Dean Landers Greene 
Music - Trombone 
Arlan Lee Meske Sioux City 
Art 
**Diana Moore-Cason Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
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Art 
Robert Clark Shifflett Monona 
Speech and Humanit ies 
*Anita Lynn Skelton Clermont 
English as a Foreign Language and 
English 
Dan Alan Sparks 
English 
Richard Michael Thimmesch 
Music - Trumpet 
*Pamela Jean Tjaden 
Art 
Mary Kay Von Ah 
Speech Pathology 
Maxwell 
Ankeny 
Onslow 
Dubuque 
Mary Rodenburg Wakefield 
German 
**Carol Jones Watson 
English 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Anthony James Casciato 
Spanish 
**Christy Jean Fullerton 
English 
Mary Jo Dalrymple Greenlee 
General Studies 
Mark Charles Grossman 
Art 
Jack Ray Hester 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Mary Jane McGrane 
English 
Roxanne Leone Miller 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Lillian Hunter Ohl 
English 
Council Bluffs 
Cedar Falls 
Marshalltown 
Cedar Rapids 
Waterloo 
Carroll 
Independence 
Riceville 
Mason City 
Waterloo 
Lynn Ann Williamson 
Speech Pathology 
**John Mark Richardson 
Religion and Philosophy 
Ann F. Rolston 
Art 
David Lee Shoemaker 
English 
Greenfield 
Scranton 
Marshalltown 
Cedar Falls 
***Linda Joy Snell Mason City 
Music - Violin and Science 
Barbara Kay Stoneking Monticello 
Spanish and Social Work - Sociology 
*Grant Veeder 
English 
*Vicki Lee Westendorf 
French 
Boone 
Cedar Falls 
Degrees Awarded March 7, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
*Cheryl Dee Brockway 
Music - Voice 
*Michael Thomas Messenger 
English 
William Edward Roever 
Art 
Grundy Center 
Eagle Grove 
Cedar Falls 
James Dean Schnepf Cedar Falls 
German 
Jane Marie Suchomel Mount Vernon 
English as a Foreign Language 
and English 
Candidates for degrees May 17, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
*Laurie Kae Ades 
Spanish 
Marsha Kay Allma,. 
Spanish 
Cherokee 
Richmond, Indiana 
*Larry Dennis Anderson Boone 
Music - French Horn and 
Social Work - Social Psychology 
Polly Jean Anfinson Carter Lake 
Music - Bassoon 
**Carole Jean Ballou Independence 
English 
Kathleen Gibbons Battin Dubuque 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Nancy Lea Bergman Aplington 
English 
Ann Carol Bergstrom Cedar Falls 
French 
*Kathryn Jeanne Boland Williamsburg 
Music - Voice 
*Thomas Eugene Brand Waterloo 
Speech - Public Address 
Margaret Jean Breese Le Mars 
Speech Pathology 
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*Kathleen Joy Briden Janesville 
Art 
**Jennifer Hope Brooks Waterloo 
Spanish 
Kristine Marie Brown Sergeant Bluff 
Art 
Rebecca Lynn Brown Storm Lake 
Speech - Public Address 
Linda Marie Burmeister Denison 
Art 
Jim William Burns Ames 
Music - Trumpet 
Karen Ann Cain Fort Dodge 
Speech Pathology 
Joanne Newland Call Cedar Falls 
Music - Voice 
Donna Kay Callahan Epworth 
Art 
Tony Thomas Calumet Webster City 
Speech - Theatre 
Willa May Campbell West Bend 
Art 
Nan Kristie Carlson Gowrie 
Music - Piano and German 
Ronald Dean Coffey Garden Grove 
Spanish 
Daryl Eugene Coffin Donnellson 
Music - French Horn 
Nancy Jo Coffman Minden 
Art 
*Cynthia Jane Cottrell Independence 
English 
Margaret Agnes Kelly Crabtree 
Pomona, New York 
English 
*Jayne Elizabeth Crandall Council Bluffs 
English 
Larry Wayne Custer Washington 
Art 
James Richard Davis 
Music - Voice 
Carol Sue Dickens 
French 
Davenport 
Sioux City 
Bonnie Kay Edney 
Speech Pathology 
Huron, South Dakota 
Pamela Ann Ehrig 
Art 
Jeffrey Dale Elton 
Music - Trumpet 
**Sherri Lynn Evers 
German 
**Patrice Renee Ewoldt 
Music - Clarinet 
*** Annette Marie Finney 
English as a Foreign Language 
and English 
Phyllis Marie Fritz 
Spanish 
*Kelly K. Garlick 
English 
Paul Douglas Garner 
Art 
*James Matthew Gerrans 
Spanish 
Ann Marie Goodman 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Waterloo 
Runnells 
Bryant 
Paullina 
Ottumwa 
Churdan 
Maquoketa 
Waterloo 
Dunkerton 
Urbandale 
**Rebecca Backlin Gordon Belmond 
Music - Piano and Elementary 
Education - Lower 
Constance Regan Greenleaf Shenandoah 
Music - Voice 
Gary Lee Griffin New Hampton 
Music - Saxophone 
Tamara Dawn Hale Wellman 
Music - Voice 
Kurt Alan Hansen Woodward 
Music - Saxophone 
John Paul Harbaugh Waterloo 
Music - Trumpet 
*Cynthia Ruth Haring Bettendorf 
English and English as a 
Foreign Language 
Norene Faye Hathaway Davenport 
Spanish 
Shirley Jean Haverly Wesley 
Speech Pathology 
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*Martha Rose Helland Story City 
Speech Pathology 
Rita Jean Hintz Ottumwa 
English as a Foreign Language 
and English 
Richard Len Hoewing Keokuk 
English 
Lory Brinkmeyer Hornung Hubbard 
Speech Pathology 
**Linda Jane Houser Anamosa 
French 
Ronda Harwood Huber Waterloo 
English 
Anita Rae Huntoon Burlington 
Speech Pathology 
Marcia Francine Huyette (IH ) Bettendorf 
Art 
Undergraduate Thesis: "A Real Live 
Fairy Tale" (Surrealistic Drawings 
with Text) 
Peggy Marie Ira Spillville 
Art 
*Enola Grawburg Jacob Cherokee 
Music - Voice 
Allan Kent Jacobson Greene 
Music - Percussion 
*Marlys Ann J enks Lamont 
English 
*Angela Dunston Johnson Des Moines 
English 
Linda Ann Johnson Iowa Falls 
English 
***Isabel Rachelle Levine Jones 
Art 
Tereen O'Neal Jones 
Art 
Raygena Dixie Klaaren 
Music - Clarinet 
*Krystal Ann Klein 
Art 
Stephen Lawrence Kness 
Music - Tuba 
Terry Lee Kroese 
Music - Trumpet 
**Leon Gregory Kuehner 
Music - Trumpet 
*Diane Margaret Kuhl 
Art 
*Mary Ann Lafferty 
English 
Bruce David Lantz 
Music - Trumpet 
*Debra Ann Larson 
English 
Rachel Ida Leistikow 
Art 
Larry Allen Lightbody 
Art 
Jean Marie Loeffelhardt 
Speech Pathology 
Pamela Kay Ludwig 
Art 
Woodhaven, New York 
Camanche 
Eddyville 
Marion 
Cedar Falls 
Sheldon 
Lawler 
Miles 
Alexandria, Virginia 
Davenport 
Decorah 
Decorah 
Cedar Falls 
Sheffield 
West Bend 
*Keith Russell Lukens Sioux City Patrick Joseph Roche Waterloo 
Music - Saxophone English 
Deann Marlow Lone Rock Mary Jane Ruigh Iowa Falls 
Art Music - Voice 
*Marilyn Kay Marshall Cresco Kathleen June Rygh Lake Mills English as a Foreign Language Music - Piano 
and English Stuart Stephen Sampson Cedar Rapids 
*Susan Claire Efinger Martin Cedar Falls Art 
Speech Pathology 
*Nancy Arlene Samuelson Maynard Christina Lorane Mathis Des Moines English 
Spanish 
**Deborah Shay Saunders Central City Marc Albert McCoy Oelwein English 
English John David Schakel Waterloo 
**Laurel Jean McLaughlin Monticello English 
Speech - Public Address Gary Brent Schroeder Kingsley 
*Melanie Ann Meer Iowa City Art 
Music - Voice Roger Steven Schuler Smithfield, Virginia Julee Ann Mendenhall Conrad Speech Pathology 
Speech - Theatre Vicki Ann Seydel Readlyn Patricia Ann Merrill Northwood Speech Pathology 
Art John Stephen Sloan Dubuque 
**Gregory Eugene Metge Des Moines English 
Speech - Public Address Bonnie Lou Smith Woodburn Rita Ann Meyerhoff Dunkerton Music - Piano 
Art Rebecca Siebels Springer Cedar Falls Kathleen Ann Miller Marshalltown English 
English Lynn Cropp Stamp Cedar Rapids Shirley Beth Muir Waterloo Art 
English 
**Kathleen Ann Steiner Mason City Michael John Murphy Waterloo English 
Speech - Public Address Cheryl Jean Prugh Surber Des Moines Barbara Ann Myers Evansdale English 
English JoAnn Swinton Urbandale Alice Wymore Neith Cedar Falls Music - Piano 
Music - Flute Joann Christine Thielen Humboldt LuAnn Nelson Davenport Speech Pathology 
English and English as a Jeffrey James Tower Greene Foreign Language Music - Trombone 
**Shelley Jill Nilles What Cheer Mary Ellen Vasbinder Fort Dodge English English 
Patricia Blankenship Nott Waterloo William Richard Wagner Dyersville Speech Speech - Public Address 
*Holly Rozanne Olson Humboldt Georgia Wiedemeier Waller Cedar Falls English and English as a Art Foreign Language 
Mary Lynn Wallinga Orange City Michael Lee Pavik Fort Dodge Music - Violin English 
**Ruthanne Marie Walton Cedar Falls Deborah Vonnahme Pedersen Arcadia Art Speech - Theatre 
*Paul Dana Wharton Aurelia David Martin Poggenklass Oelwein Art Music - Voice 
Barbara Anne Williams Davenport John David Raines Webster City English and English as a English Foreign Language 
***Cynthia Ann Reeve Tipton Michael W. Wold Fenton English as a Foreign Language English and English 
*Nancy Claire Yost Cedar Rapids *Mary Beth Reichenberg Cedar Falls Music - Voice Art 
**Barbara Ellen Rice Cedar Rapids 
English 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Dennis Eugene Beenken Nora Springs **Eloise Marie Bissen Stacyville 
Art Art 
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Elizabeth Joanne Bradt 
Art 
Jo Ellyn Burdick 
Spanish 
Rick Dennis Coughlin 
English 
David Alan DeHoff 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Charles Joseph De Vries 
Phiwsophy 
*Michael Edward Erickson 
Art 
Stephen George Ecklund 
Art 
Catherine Siena Furlich 
Spanish 
Steven H. Gaston 
Art 
*Douglas Dean Gibbs 
English 
Charles Ray Gonzales 
Spanish 
Charis Roanne Gugel 
English 
Patricia Ann Hadaway 
Spanish 
Linda Anne Hanselmann 
English 
Patricia Jane Holgate 
Art 
*Vicki Rose Hungerford 
French 
**Mary Margaret Hussman 
English 
*Mark Francis Jacobson 
Phiwsophy 
Timothy Tod Johnson 
Speech - Radio and TV 
**Elizabeth Anne Larson 
English 
Thomas Malcolm Le Vasseur, Jr. 
Phiwsophy 
Fort Dodge 
Dubuque 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Fort Dodge 
Sioux City 
Storm Lake 
Cedar Rapids 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Ames 
Dubuque 
Washburn 
Cedar Rapids 
Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Cresco 
Cedar Falls 
Mark Adriel Maravetz (IH) Elma 
Individual Studies - Film Making 
Undergraduate Thesis: "The Way We 
Play the Game" (Scenario and 
Screenplay) 
Patrick Francis Martin 
English 
**Marilyn May 
German 
BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
*Kathy Elzene Focht 
Voice 
**Michele Lee Roberts 
Theory - Composition 
Cedar Rapids 
Cherokee 
Villisca 
Belmond 
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Colleen Patricia McGovern 
English 
Lynn Newman Mennenga 
Art 
Denise Marie Napoletano 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Robert Michael Oberman 
Art 
Kristin Lorenz Ostrander 
German 
Diane Elaine Pedersen 
English 
Sandra Lee Pierce 
English 
Duane Burton Robison 
Speech 
David Lee Schiller 
Speech 
Marlyn Seeman Schram 
Speech - Radio and TV 
**Christine Elizabeth Shelby 
French 
L. Travis Smiley, Jr. 
Phiwsophy 
*Dane Robert Sommer 
Phiwsophy and Religion 
Victoria Lynne Steiner 
Spanish 
Jeffrey Scott Steitzer 
Speech 
Sara Willson Stevenson 
Speech - Radio and TV 
Lawrence Malcom Stewart, III 
·Art 
*Mary Cheryl Thompson 
Speech and German 
Patricia Tana Toneff 
Art 
Riceville 
Waterloo 
Mason City 
Humboldt 
Waterloo 
Hampton 
Winthrop 
Prairie City 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Hampton 
Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Monticello 
Cedar Rapids 
Waterloo 
Marshalltown 
Cedar Falls 
Dunkerton 
Thomas W. VanCleve Cedar Falls 
Phiwsophy and Religion 
Carl Robert Wall Saint Paul, Minnesota 
Speech 
*Kathleen Josephine Williams 
Religion 
Benjamin Franklin Wiskus 
Art 
Avery Kermit Wright 
Art 
***William Durst Severin 
Piano 
Des Moines 
Council Bluffs 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
COTJEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
COMMENCEMENT 
May 17, 1975 University Auditorium 
Dean Clifford G. McCollum, Ed.D., presiding 
PRELUDE CONCERT 
1:30 p.m. 
C en tone V -------------------------------------. _ -------------------------·--------------- ·-------------------------- by S. Scheidt 
Brass Quintet 
John Harbaugh, trumpet 
Jim Mulert, trumpet 
Jean Peterson, horn 
John Engelkes, trombone 
Jim Latham, tuba 
PROCESSIONAL (audience standing) 
Trumpet Voluntary -------------------------------------- --------------· ---------------------------------------- by J. Clarke 
Voluntary on Old 10 0th -------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- by H. Purcell 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
Candidates for Masters degrees 
Candidates for Baccalaureate degrees 
The Dean's Party 
The Faculty 
The Star Spangled Banner ( Sung by the audience ) ---------------------------- Francis Scott Key 
INVOCATION ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Mr. Delroy E. Johnson 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
AW ARD ING OF HONORS 
ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT A WARD 
ADDRESS ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Dr. Willard J. Poppy 
Professor of Physics 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
Bachelor of Arts ------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------- Dr. Darrel B. Hoff 
Associate Professor of Earth Science 
Bachelor of Technology ________________ ·--------------------------------------------------------------- Dr. W. E. Luck 
Professor of Industrial Technology 
Master of Arts --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Dr. Gordon J. Rhum 
Dean of the Graduate College 
CO FERRING OF DEGREES -------------------------------- ·------------------------------- Dr. James G. Martin 
Vice-President and Provost 
AW ARDI G OF DEGREES 
Biology -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Dr. John C. Downey 
Chemistry _______________ ·-------------------------------------------- ·--------------------------------- Dr. Leland L. Wilson 
Earth Science and Geology -----------------------------------------------------·-- Dr. Wayne I. Anderson 
Industrial Technology -----------------------------------------------------------------------· Dr. Alvin E . Rudisill 
Ma them a tics ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Dr. E. W. Hamilton 
Physics ______ -----------------------·----------------------------------------·---------------------------------- Mr. Verner Jensen 
Science __________________ ------------------------------------------------------------------------- _____________ Mr. Roy D. Unruh 
Names announced by Dr. Erwin W . Richter 
Associate Professor of Chemistry 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ------------------------------------- ------------------------------- Mr. Fred F. Kercheval 
Senior V ice-President, Cedar Falls Trust and Savings Bank 
America the Beautiful ( sung by the audience) _ .. _______ ------------------------------------------ Bates-Ward 
RECESSIO AL 
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PURPLE AND OLD GOLD AWARDS 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 
SCIENCE 
Joseph Harold Sisson 
Waterloo 
Joseph Harold Sisson 
Waterloo 
Steven William Lynch 
Lawler 
Gregory Harold Paine 
Mason City 
Mary Wright Christensen 
Moville 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduate for Conspicuous Achievement 
in a Particular Area 
ATHLETICS Charles Leslie Frisk 
Ackley 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES DEAN'S AWARD 
Presented to a student of the College of Natural Sciences to Recognize 
Superior Achievement 
Raymond Henry Rannfeldt 
Industrial Arts M a;or 
Clinton 
Presented to a staff member of the College of Natural Sciences to 
Recognize Superior Achievement 
Dr. Willard J. Poppy Professor of Physics 
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COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
Notes: *Honors **High Honors ***Highest Honors 
Degrees Awarded September 13, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Joan Louise Adams 
Biology 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Sioux City 
***Wesley Kadlec Cedar Rapids 
Science - Pre-Dentistry 
**Susan Wente Kalainoff Cedar Falls 
Science - Medical Technology 
Jean Ann Lentzkow La Porte City 
Science - Medical Technology 
Micheal Eugene Amosson 
Biology 
Katherine Alma Caloud Stuart 
Science - Medical Technology 
Susan Carol Zenor 
Science - Medical Technology 
Degrees Awarded October 19, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Martin Richard Danley 
Industrial Arts 
Ronald George Gilchrist 
Science 
Herbert Walter McNeill 
Industrial Arts 
Fort Madison 
Walker 
Vinton 
James Craig Nottger 
Biology 
Craig Michael Stripling 
Earth Science 
Degrees Awarded December 20, 1974 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Terri Butler Bartine Cedar Falls 
Mathematics 
Steven Eldon Brown Cedar Falls 
Industrial Arts and Safety Education 
Donald Joseph Clausen Riceville 
Industrial Arts 
**Gary Lynn Coulson 
Industrial Arts 
Don F. Csukker 
Industrial Arts 
Clark Dennis Fensterman 
Physics 
David Norbert Goedken 
Chemistry 
Lois Ann Harder 
Mathematics 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Craig Alan Chumbley 
Biology 
**Kent Loren Croskey 
Biology 
Rick Alan Davis 
Industrial Arts 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Marion 
Masonville 
Traer 
Milo 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
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Steven Richard Koopmann 
Biology 
Roger Nicholas Kremer 
Industrial Arts 
*Phyllis Ann McKenna 
Mathematics 
David Edward Messerly 
Biology 
Robert William Smith 
Industrial Arts 
Ronald Duane Smith 
Industrial Arts 
Glen William Wilson 
Chemistry 
John Scott Denny 
Biology 
Charles Aloysi us Eckermann 
Biology 
John Edward Fratzke 
Mathematics 
Hardy 
Waterloo 
Lawton 
Waterloo 
Lu Verne 
Epworth 
Independence 
Dysart 
Janesville 
Nashua 
Waterloo 
Fort Dodge 
Cedar Falls 
Oxford 
Cedar Falls 
Nancy Jo Hoing Marshalltown 
Mathematics - Computation 
Rose Marie Kading 
Mathematics 
Martin Paul Kies 
Biology 
David Clifford Lockey 
Biology 
Craig Allen Meyers 
Biology 
Stephen Jerome Murphy 
Biology 
Knoxville 
Independence 
Ionia 
Cedar Falls 
Kansas City, Kansas 
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY 
Gary Thomas White 
Industrial Technology 
Cedar Falls 
David Roger Palmer 
Industrial Arts 
Michael Edward Roche 
Geology and Science 
Gary Gene Silby 
Science 
Robert Francis Staebell 
Biology 
Scott Edward Thieben 
Chemistry B and Geology 
Degree Awarded March 7, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Dennis Bruce Clark 
Industrial Arts 
Waterloo David Bertrin Hauge 
Industrial Arts 
Candidates for degrees May 17, 1975 
BACHELOR OF ARTS - TEACHING PROGRAM 
Jane Ann Artman Ottumwa **Donald Gary Daws 
Mathematics Mathematics 
Carson Carl Bartels Cedar Falls Larry Paul Deardorff 
Industrial Arts Mathematics 
Vicki Stark Beckey Muscatine Steven Arthur DeSerano 
Mathematics Earth Science 
Ricky Dennis Benson Sioux City David Allen Destival 
Industrial Arts Industrial Arts 
*Donald Eugene Bergom Cedar Falls **Laura Lee Dickinson 
Industrial Arts Mathematics 
Dale Robert Blakestad Saint Ansgar Nick Paul Dicks 
Industrial Arts Mathematics 
Daniel M. Boelts Cedar Falls Michael Glen Echelberger 
Biology Industrial Arts 
*Thomas Alan Boerjan Osage Roger William Eichelberger 
Industrial Arts Industrial Arts 
Roger Melvin Brauman Waterloo Steven Thomas Feist 
Industrial Arts Industrial Arts 
*Craig Paul Busch Ventura Duane Dee Ficken 
Industrial Arts Industrial Arts 
Craig Edward Christensen Anthon Thomas Jay Fish 
Mathematics Mathematics 
***Mary Wright Christensen Moville Daniel Joseph Fix, Jr. 
Science Mathematics 
Gary Alan Christians Hayfield, Minnesota *Patricia Johnson Fox 
Biology Mathematics 
Steven Henry Clark Mount Vernon Michael Wayne Garoutte 
Industrial Arts Industrial Arts 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Mason City 
Waterloo 
Eagle Grove 
Des Moines 
Cedar Falls 
Bondurant 
Waterloo 
Hazleton 
Brighton 
Moravia 
Rockwell 
Palmer 
Sioux City 
Spirit Lake 
Osage 
Cedar Falls 
Osage 
Adel 
Leonard Harold Claude 
Mathematics 
Woolstock Shirlee Sue Huisinga Parkersburg 
*Kenneth Dale Connelly 
Mathematics 
Washington 
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Mathematics and Mathematics -
Computation 
Dennis Victor Johnson 
Industrial Arts 
Ames 
Todd Allan Johnson 
Biology 
**Susan Joyce Kiesel 
Mathematics 
Larry Neil Lester 
Science 
David Roy Loven 
Mathematics 
***Steven William Lynch 
Mathematics 
James William Mcinerney 
Biology 
Philip Peter Mercuris 
Industrial Arts 
Eddyville 
Shelby 
Greene 
Newton 
Lawler 
Ottumwa 
Marshalltown 
*Maurice Allen Miller Independence 
Industrial Arts and Safety Education 
Milton Mosby, Jr. Des Moines 
Industrial Arts 
*Phylis Jean Musel 
Mathematics 
Michael Dennis Nelsen 
Mathematics 
David Allen Olsen 
Biology 
Belle Plaine 
Cedar Falls 
Peterson 
Janet Kay Oswald Monticello 
Mathematics and Mathematics -
Computation 
David Leo Peterson Coggon 
Industrial Arts 
*Reginald Donald Sampson Waverly 
Industrial Arts 
*Diane Jeanne Schmitt Waucoma 
Mathematics 
*Larry Joseph Schmitz La Porte City 
Science 
Kenneth Dean Schuman Independence 
Industrial Arts 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Russell Adams Waterloo 
Biology 
Amir M. S. Arabshaibani Shiraz, Iran 
Chemistry 
David Fredrick Arndt Mallard 
Industrial Arts 
*Gary Gene Bard Waterloo 
Science and Religion 
*Todd Alan Becker Nashua 
Chemistry and Biology 
**Susan Anne Bennett Eldora 
Mathematics - Computation and 
Physics A 
Larry Wayne Black Waterloo 
Physics A 
Jon Timothy Bloomquist Des Moines 
Biology 
Mark Leroy Brackin Waterloo 
Geology 
*Richard Lee Budensiek Cedar Falls 
Chemistry Band Biology 
Joyce Ann Burns Cedar Rapids 
Science 
*Barbara Jean Carel Hinton 
Chemistry A 
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Richard James Schweer 
Mathematics 
Alan Lee Shaw 
Industrial Arts 
*Randall Luther Siebels 
Physics 
*Roger Dean Sinram 
Physics and Chemistry 
Deanna Rae Slotten 
Mathematics 
Gregory Wayne Stewart 
Mathematics 
Lawrence William Stewart 
Industrial Arts 
Nick Alan Stoynoff 
Biology 
*Donald Joseph Sullivan 
Science 
Daniel Joseph Sumner 
Industrial Arts 
*Jeffrey Jay Tank 
Biology 
*Barbara Lea Thomas 
Mathematics 
**Kenneth Wayne Thompson 
Earth Science and Science 
*JoAnn Florentina Wenthold 
Mathematics 
Teresa Lynn Wiewel 
Biology 
Robert Bruce Williams 
Chemistry and Biology 
Rodney Harold Wilson 
Industrial Arts 
Cedar Falls 
Princeton 
Anamosa 
Clarksville 
Barnum 
Greene 
Ames 
Ventura 
Waterloo 
New Hampton 
Wilton 
Mason City 
Spirit Lake 
Fort Atkinson 
Fort Dodge 
Fort Dodge 
Independence 
Thomas William Cline West Burlington 
Industrial Arts 
Charles William Corr Keokuk 
Chemistry B and Physics A 
Roger Fiorino Dallner Batavia 
Biology 
*Craig B. Davis Cedar Falls 
Geology 
Jeanne Lynn DeMeulenaere Cedar Rapids 
Biology 
*Patrick Francis Duffy Waterloo 
Chemistry B 
Randy Mac Dumse Orchard 
Physics A 
Paul Merwyn Dyer Manchester 
Physics A 
Randall Alan Eckebrecht Charles City 
Geology 
Javier Adolfo Febles Cedar Falls 
Biology 
Andrew Jay Franklin Tama 
Science and Art 
Ricky Ray Freeburg Pocahontas 
Biology 
Charles Leslie Frisk Ackley Michael Cletus Osweiler Des Moines 
Biology Biology 
Linda Keller Frisk West Des Moines *Gregory Harold Paine Mason City 
Biology Physics Band Mathematics 
Hagan Edward Gibbs, Jr. Waterloo Rae Anne Patterson Osage 
Science S cience 
Barbara Ann Kriz Harang Waverly Lawrence Melvin Phelps Cylinder 
Biology S cience 
**Cathy Sue Harned Waterloo Donna Dee Hoeger Pipho Iowa City 
Biology Science - Physical Therapy 
*Dennis Lee Hearn Cedar Falls **Gregg Paul Richter Sheldon 
Biology and Science Mathematics 
David Russell Heine Cedar Falls Thomas James Schaefer Waterloo 
Chemistry A Science 
Amy Lou Heins Luana Valarie Dorn Schippers Cedar Falls 
Biology Science 
Derric Lee Iles Cedar Falls Gary William Schonhorst Slater 
Geology Physics A 
Pennie Sue Schilling Johnson Cedar Falls Leslie Hartman Schuhmacher 
Biology Terre Haute, Indiana 
Constance Kay Kenney Hazleton S cience 
Biology Gilbert Maurice Shaw Lumberton, North Carolina 
Gary Ernest Kress Independence Biology 
Geology **Joseph Harold Sisson Waterloo 
**Steven Lee Kurth Luana Chemistry A and Biology 
Biology **Bruce Warren Surber Des Moines 
William Joseph Lahart Russell Chemistry A 
Biology Roger Robert Throndson Cedar Falls 
Carol Margaret Lampe Cascade Biology 
Biology Tom George Turner Waterloo 
**Larry David LaPole Cedar Falls Science 
Mathematics - Computation *Dea nne Sue Walker Sumner 
Steven Donald Metcalf West Union Science and Physical Education -
Biology Recreation 
*Barbara Terry Meysenburg Cedar Falls *Ma rvin Dean Walker Montezuma 
Biology Chemistry A 
Murray Gerald Miller Toledo **Karen Louise Weihs Harlan 
Biology Chemistry A 
Max LeRoy Morrow Reinbeck Clark Ernest Wilson Newton 
Science Industrial Arts 
**Richard Blair Nemmers Cedar Falls Dean Allen Yarrington Cedar Falls 
Science - Pre-Dentistry Chemistry A 
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY 
**Steven George Brandau Cedar Falls Rex Curtis Iehl Waterloo 
Industrial Technology Industrial Technology 
Mark Nathaniel Christenson Storm Lake J a mes William Jones Cedar Falls 
Industrial Technology Industrial Technology 
Rex Arnold Corley, Jr. Cedar Falls David Keith Keller Davenport 
Industrial Technology Industrial Technology 
Russell Harry De Vries Waterloo Scott W. Noltensmeier Waterloo 
Industrial Technology Industrial Technology 
Gary Lee Dorhout Plainfield Daniel Allen Norheim Merrill 
Industrial Technology Industrial Technology 
Leonard Keith Fevold Cedar Falls **Willi am August Rosburg, II Cedar Rapids 
Industrial Technology Industrial Technology 
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GRADUATE COLLEGE 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Degrees Awarded September 13, 1974 
DALILA AGOSTINI AMEND, A.B. in Ed., 1949, Longwood College Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
PAUL JOSEPH BAMFORD, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Belmond 
Spanish 
Thesis: Rasgos del existencialismo en novelas selectas de Unamuno 
JANE LYNN BECKMAN, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
Spanish 
BARBARA LUSCOMB BLOW, B.A., 1953, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
English 
Thesis: A Survey of Individualized Reading in the Public High Schools of Iowa 
BARBARA ANN SCHROEDER CONNER, B.S. in Ed., 1973, University of South Alabama Mobile, Alabama 
English as a Foreign Language 
WILLIAM EDWARD STEPHEN COTTRELL, B.S., 1972, University of South Alabama Mobile, Alabama 
English as a Foreign Language 
ROSA MARIA FINDLAY, B.A. in Ed., 1957, University of Puerto Rico Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
JESUS FREIRE, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Barbadanes, Spain 
Spanish 
RICHARD ROBERT GAARD, B.A., 1969, Wartburg College Decorah 
Business Education 
CAROL ANN JOKUMSEN, B.A. , 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Spanish · 
HARLAN LEROY QUICK, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa Stratford 
History 
RITA KAY REINHEIMER, B.A. , 1972, University of Northern Iowa Newton 
Speech Pathology 
Thesis: Free Recall of five-year-old Subjects as a Function of Presentation Modality 
KAY LOUISE STROTHER, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
Degrees Awarded October 19, 1974 
TOM GRAYDON COLONNESE, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
English 
Thesis: Jerzy Kosinski's The Devil Tree: A Work of Art? 
ALBERT LOUIS HEITZ, B.S., 1971, Northeast Missouri State University 
Social Science 
RICHARD CLINTON RUNYAN , B.I.E., 1967, Ohio State University 
Business Education 
ROBERT HARRY RYDER, B.A., 1964, University of Northern Iowa 
Science 
Degrees Awarded December 20, 1974 
FRANK ANNIS AHRENS, II , B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Business 
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Charles City 
Fort Madison 
West Des Moines 
Oregon, Illinois 
Cedar Falls 
JOSEPH FRANKLIN ANGSTMAN, B.A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Biology 
REBECCA SHELTON BERRYMAN, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
ASHOK BHARGAVA, B.S., 1966, M.S., 1968, University of Lucknow 
Mathematics 
HARRY J. BOARDSEN, B.A., 1965, University of Northern Iowa 
Industrial Arts 
TERRANCE CLIFFORD BRUCE, B.S., 1967, Westmar College 
Industrial Arts 
BETTY FISHER CORNELIUS, B.A., 1956, University of Northern Iowa 
Library Science 
ROLAND M. FULLILOVE, B.A., 1968, Maryknoll College 
Counseling 
REBECCA BRONLEEWE GRUIS, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
EDWARD F. HORVAT, B.A., 1972, Upper Iowa College 
Counseling 
LARRY DEAN HOWE, B.A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
History 
YOHANNES !RENNA, B.A., 1969, Haile Selassie I University 
Business 
Buffalo Center 
Bloomfield 
Lucknow, India 
Waterloo 
Dike 
Vinton 
Chicago, Illinois 
Buffalo Center 
Fayette 
Davenport 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
KATHLEEN McMULLAN JAEGER, B.A., 1965, M.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
French 
RENITA RUBY KRUMM, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Brooklyn 
Speech Pathology 
JOYCE VAVROCH LOEB, B.A. , 1969, University of Northern Iowa Waverly 
Art 
WILLIAM THOMAS LYNCH, B.A., 1956, Loras College Fort Dodge 
History 
LUCILLE A. OBENAUER MOEN, B.S. in Ed., 1962, University of North Dakota, 
B.S., 1967, Mankato State College Ames 
Speech Pathology 
CRAIG ALAN NATZKE, B.A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
English as a Foreign Language 
RONALD THOMAS RITCHIE, B.A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa LeMars 
Social Science 
NANCY JANE RUTENBECK, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa Lost Nation 
Counseling 
ROBERT HERMAN STENSRUD, B.A., 1973, Wartburg College Cedar Falls 
Counseling 
SHARON ADAMSON SWANSON, B.A., 1966, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Rapids 
Business Education 
MARY LOGAN SWEET, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
English 
Thesis: An Exploration of the Creative Process Through Writing Short Stories 
FERNANDO URIBE, LICENCIATURA, 1972, Universidad Pedagogica Nacional Bogota, Colombia 
Physical Education 
DEBORAH JUNE WALLACE, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
WANDA ANN WILHELM, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Rapids 
Spanish 
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Degrees Awarded March 7, 1975 
JALINDA ANN BASTIAN, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
MARTHA BETANCOURT CHIARELLA, B.A. equivalent, 1963, University of Havana 
Spanish 
REGINALD JOHN GREEN, B.A., 1971, Luther College 
Art 
JAMES H. HAY, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Music 
EUGENE STEVEN JOHNSON, B.A., 1943, Upper Iowa College 
Eng lish 
KYOKO MAKINO NARITA, B.A., 1957, Tsuda College 
English Linguistics 
Thesis: A Study of Particles in Japanese 
SALLY JEANNE SCHMIDT, B.S. in Ed., 1968, Northeast Missouri State University 
English 
JOHN RICHARD ZIMMER, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Candidates for Degree May 17, 1975 
STEVEN HANNA AINSWORTH, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Music 
DENNIS GEORGE ALBERTSON, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Biology 
Thesis: Ectoparasites of Mammals from Winneshiek County, Iowa 
SALLY JEAN ALBRIGHT, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Spanish 
DAVID LEE ALT, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
Music 
Thesis: Voice Recital 
DIANE ELAINE BARINGER AMDAHL, B.S., 1968, Winona State College 
Library S cience 
KRISTIN ALEXIS ANDERSON, B.S., 1971, Iowa State University 
French 
DOUGLAS VAUGHN ARCHER, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Communications Media 
TERRY L. UNGS BESSER, B.S., 1969, Iowa State University 
Sociology 
Thesis: The Occupational Choice Spectrum of High School Women 
CARL STANLEY BOCK, B. Mus., 1973, Fort Hays Kansas State College 
Music 
Thesis: Trombone Recital 
MARY ELLEN BONNECROY, B.S., 1970, Northwestern College 
English as a Foreign Lang uage 
DANIEL JOSEPH BREITBACH, B.A., 1972, Loras College 
Physical Education 
DONALD BRUCE BRIGGS, B.S., 1972, University of Iowa 
Physical Education 
DANIEL WAYNE BROBST, B.A., 1973, Uni versity of Northern Iowa 
Technology 
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Aurelia 
Pella 
Cedar Falls 
Sumner 
Decorah 
Aichi-Ken, Japan 
Clinton 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Decorah 
Grundy Center 
Cedar Falls 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Albert City 
Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Orange City 
Ceda r Falls 
Ceda r Falls 
Cedar Falls 
CAROL DIANNE NEESE BROWN, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Scranton 
ROBERT EUGENE CLARK, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Washington, North Carolina 
Geography 
Thesis: Multivariate Grouping Analysis of Morphometric Data from Selected 
Drainage Basins in Northeast Iowa 
DONALD C. COLE, A.B., 1958, Peru State College 
History 
Thesis: Na Tse Ke A Re-evaluation of Some Major Trends in United States Apache 
Policy 1847-1887 
RUTH WEST COLE, B.S.E., 1969, Drake University 
English 
Thesis: Heirs 
JON THOMAS CREWS, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
History 
RICHARD EUGENE EDDY, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
History 
DALE RAY EILDERS, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Earth S cience 
SUSAN IRENE ENDERSON, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Library S cience 
JAMES AURTHER FARMER, Jr. , B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Counseling 
JULIO R. GARCIA VILLARREAL, Profesor de Educacion Tecnica, 1968, University 
National "La Cantuta" 
Technology 
MARCIA DEANNE GARTON, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Spanish 
KATHRYN LOUISE GOULD, B.A., 1965, Saint Olaf College 
Communications Media 
DONAVON DALE GRAY, A.B., 1974, Dordt College 
Music 
Thesis: Trumpet Recital 
TERRY KARL GUSTAFSON, B.A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech 
Thesis: The Suitors - An Experiment in Puppet Theatre 
JOAN KATHERINE HALL, B.B.A., 1968, University of Iowa 
Business Education 
VERLE GENE HAUPT, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Mathematics 
MARY PAMELA HAUSER, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Thesis: Perception and Production of /r/ in Four-year-old Children: A Comparison of 
Two Points in Time 
RICHARD ALLAN HEINE, B.A., 1973, Wartburg College 
Counseling 
DIANE MARIE HERTEL, B.S., 1971, Iowa State University 
Physical Education 
KEITH WARREN HICKLIN, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Physical Education 
MARJORIE DIANE CORSON HOLBROOK, B.A., 1966, University of Iowa 
Spanish 
BONNIE BOWERS JENSEN, B.A., 1964, Wartburg College 
Library Science 
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Des Moines 
Marshalltown 
Cedar Falls 
Greenfield 
Waterloo 
Des Moines 
Waterloo 
Lima, Peru 
Stanwood 
Fort Dodge 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Des Moines 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Waverly 
Barnes City 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
ARNETTE MARIE JESSE, B.A., 1973, Wartburg College 
Counseling 
JAY MARK JONES, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech 
MICHAEL JOHN JUNGERS, B.A., 1972, University of Wisconsin 
Counseling 
DENISE ANN KANE, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
German 
Thesis: The Psychological, Linguistic, and Pedagogical Aspects of the Psych-O-
Generative Method of Teaching Foreign Languages 
YOUNG TAI KIM, B.S., 1970, Sung Kyun Kwan University 
Biology 
NANCY ELLEN KING, B.S., 1973, Iowa State University 
Speech Pathology 
CHRISTOPHER ROBIN KONDRATH, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Art 
Thesis: Pistachio Persimmons and Other Passionate Pleasures 
SUSAN ELIZABETH LEONARD, B.A., 1973, Cedarville College 
Speech Pathology 
JOANN ELISA MACKIN, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
German 
SUSAN McGRATH MARTIN, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
CEAN ELIZABETH McCLENATHAN, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Library Science 
CRAIG SHERMAN McCOY, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Geography 
Thesis: Burial Space Availability in Polk County, Iowa: Trends and Projections 
LINDA LEE McGREW, B.A., 1970, University of Iowa 
Library Science 
JAMES RUSSELL MONEYPENNY, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Counseling 
TERUHIRO MURATA, B.A., 1970, Nihon University 
English as a Foreign Language 
LA WREN CE THOMAS NEHLS, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
Music 
Thesis: Clarinet Recital 
DIANE MARIE MEYERS NELSON, B.A., 1969, Marquette University 
English as a Foreign Language 
WILLIAM ROBERT NELSON, B.A., 1969, Marquette University 
English as a Foreign Language 
DOUGLAS EDWIN NEYMEYER, B.A., 1971, University of Iowa; 
M.A. , 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Linguistics 
Thesis: Hand and Arm Gestures at UNI: A Kinesic Lexicon 
JESSIE HODGE NICHOLSON, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Spanish 
JOHN MARTIN NICOL, B.J ., 1970, University of Missouri 
Communications Media 
JANICE JEAN NUEHRING, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
English 
CHRISTINE ANN ODELL, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Library Science 
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Oelwein 
Mason City 
Cedar Falls 
Dubuque 
Seoul , Korea 
Des Moines 
Marshalltown 
Des Moines 
Osage 
Cedar Falls 
Independence 
Des Moines 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Tottori , Japan 
Mason City 
Toledo, Ohio 
Toledo, Ohio 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Pella 
Ankeny 
ROBERT DOUGLAS OSBORNE, B.B.A., 1970, University of Iowa 
Business Education 
Iowa Falls 
ROBERT JOSEPH PECK, B.S., 1953, M.A., 1957, John Carroll University 
German 
Maple Heights, Ohio 
KATHLEEN SUE PETEFISH, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
English as a Foreign Language 
JEANETTE ANN PETTEY, B.S., 1962, Union College 
Business Education 
AMY BETH PHIMISTER, B.A., 1971, Saint Mary's College 
Library Science 
JOSEPH PAUL PRESTON, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
Linguistics 
Thesis: Hand and Arm Gestures at UNI: A Kinesic Lexicon 
KENNETH R. PRITCHARD, B.A., 1973, Moorhead State College 
Sociology 
Thesis: Marginality, Alienation, and Tolerance-Intolerance Between Blacks and 
Whites 
Cedar Falls 
Nevada 
Cedar Falls 
Des Moines 
Cedar Falls 
BRUCE WILLIAM QUEGG, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
History 
NIINA JUHANSON REBASSOO, B.A., 1958, Luther College Decorah 
German 
LaRAE PAULSEN REED, B.S. in Ed., 1974, Northeast Missouri State University Cedar Falls 
Speech Pathology 
DOYLE WAYNE REYNOLDS, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa Bettendorf 
Social Science 
LEE CRAWFORD REYNOLDS, B.F.A., 1974, Sam Houston State University Cedar Falls 
Art 
DONALD EDWARD RUHDE, B.S., 1963, Iowa State University Iowa Falls 
German 
RICHARD THOMAS RYNER, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Winterset 
Technology 
PHYLLIS ANN SACKS, B.A., 1969, Buena Vista College Cedar Falls 
German 
ROBERT NATHAN SCHLESINGER, B.S., 1970, Midwestern College Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Science 
LARRY DEAN SCHULZ, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
English as a Foreign Language and German 
LARRY DEAN SEDERSTROM, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa Davenport 
Physical Education 
DAVID ALAN SESSIONS, B.A., 1965, University of Iowa; 
M.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
English as a Foreign Language 
DIANN LORAINE SHAW, B.A., 1973, Centenary College of Louisiana Shreveport, Louisiana 
Sociology 
Thesis:Discrimination Against Black Professional Women: Racial or Sexual 
RICHARD CHARLES SWEET, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Political Science 
Thesis: Modernity of Leadership Attitudes: A Cross-Cultural Study of Uttar Pradesh 
and Iowa Elites 
JAMES LEONARD THIESSE, B.S., 1973, Florida International University 
Industrial Arts 
Thesis: A Study on the Continuation of Innovative Industrial Arts Programs at the 
Senior High School Level in Iowa 
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Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
JULIA MARIE LEWIS THOMPSON, A.B., 1969, San Diego State College 
Art 
FLORENCE WAGNER THORDSEN, B.A., 1951, University of Northern Iowa 
Library Science 
MARGARET WALSH TOMKINS, B.A., 1973, Luther College 
Library Science 
DOUGLAS JON TUFFREE, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Physical Education 
FAYETH ELAINE WALTON, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
English as a Foreign Lang uage 
CONNIE RASMUSSEN WELLEN, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa 
Speech Pathology 
Thesis: Coding Systems in Short-term Memory Tasks of Children and Adults 
LAWRENCE DEAN WELP, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
German 
DOUGLAS HERBERT WETLAUFER, B.A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa 
Business 
WILLIAM RICHARD WITI, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Physical Education 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
Degrees Awarded September 13, 1974 
JOAN ELOISE CHRISTENSEN, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
MARILENE BEEMAN FARMER, B.A., 1964, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Guidance and Counseling 
EUGENE FREDERICK KNAPP, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
General Educational Psychology 
Degree Awarded October 19, 1974 
JOHN L. COTIRELL, B.A., 1972, Kansas State College of Pittsburg 
College Student Personnel S ervices 
Degrees Awarded December 20, 1974 
MARIBELLE OLSON BETIERTON, B.A., 1966, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
MICHAEL DELL BOOK, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
JAIME JUDITH GRAY, B.A., 1973, Saint Mary 's University 
College Student Personnel S ervices 
JOAN LINDBURG HAMILTON, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
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Clarksville 
Tipton 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Rolfe 
Cedar Falls 
Davenport 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Waverly 
Cedar Falls 
Chicago, Illinois 
Cedar Falls 
Oxford Junction 
San Antonio, Texas 
Cedar Falls 
MARILYN LOIS JUUL HANSON, B.S., 1950, Mankato State College 
Special Education 
MARY MARTHA KIESAU, B.A., 1971, University of Iowa 
Special Education 
RONALD LEE LOTTRIDGE, B.A., 1960, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
RANDOLPH WILSON LYON, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
CAROL BYERS MONTZ, B.A., 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
HAZEL NAOMI NELSON, B.A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Guidance and Counseling 
MARY LOUISE O'BRADOVICH, B.A., 1960, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Guidance and Counseling 
DORIS EMERSON REDDIN, B.A., 1968, University of Dubuque 
Special Education 
VERNON CRAIG SCOTT, B.A., 1968, Simpson College 
College Student Personnel Services 
Degrees Awarded March 7, 1975 
JOHN GRAY DORSEY, B.A., 1962, Parsons College 
School Psychology 
KAREN LYNN ANDES MILLER, A.B., 1966, McPherson College 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
Candidates for Degree May 17, 1975 
ROBERT EUGENE CARROTT, B.A., 1960, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
OLGA NODARSE CHAO, A.B., 1964, Trinity College 
School Psychology 
JOHN MICHAEL CHEV ALIER, B.A., 1968, Graceland College 
Special Education 
NANCY JANE NELSON COPPOCK, B.S., 1948, University of Minnesota 
Elementary Education 
DENNIS RAY DILLEY, B.S., 1971, Upper Iowa College 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
KAROL KRAPFL ERDMANN, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
S econdary Guidance and Counseling 
WARREN WILLIAM FEGLEY, B.A., 1943, Midland Lutheran College 
College Student Personnel Services 
SARA IRWIN FUELLING, B.A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
MARK ELLIOTT HANSEN, B.A., 1969, Mankato State College 
School Psychology 
PATRICIA BURKE HANSON, B.A., 1969, University of Iowa 
Remedial Reading 
DARRYL GENE HORGEN, B.A., 1961, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
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Cedar Falls 
Postville 
Sioux City 
Dubuque 
Cedar Falls 
Charles City 
Council Bluffs 
Dubuque 
Ankeny 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Clear Lake 
Cedar Falls 
Eldora 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Waverly 
Oelwein 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Marshalltown 
ROBERT HAROLD JOHNSON, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
BARBARA ANN KREIS, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
ALICE LOUISE KRIEGERMEIER, B.A., 1967, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
ROBERT RAY LEHMAN, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
School Psychology 
ROSIE ANN McGEE, B.A., 1973 University of Northern Iowa 
College Student Personnel Services 
HELEN KREBS MILES, B.A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
DAVID DONALD NICHOLS, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
CAROL COX PAYNE, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
LYNDA COOK RIGGS, B.A. , 1972, University of Northern Iowa 
Elementary Principal 
PATRICIA JO ROBINSON, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa 
College Student Personnel S ervices 
STEVEN CRAIG RUTZ, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa 
Secondary Principal 
MARCIA REX SHIPMAN, B.S. in Ed., 1961, Kent State University 
School Psychology 
TIMOTHY JOSEPH STALEY, B.A., 1969, Loras College 
College Student Personnel Services 
DARL YA MARJANE YETLEY TAYLOR, B.A., 1953, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
VIRGINIA BONNSTETTER TIETZ, B.A., 1962, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
WAYNE ALTON YOHN, Jr., B.A., 1966, University of Northern Iowa 
S econdary Guidance and Counseling 
BARBARA YOUNGBLUT YUNGTUM, B.A., 1968, University of Northern Iowa 
Special Education 
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Essex 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Waterloo 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Cedar Rapids 
Dyersville 
Waverly 
Calmar 
Cedar Falls 
Charles City 
Marshalltown 
Waverly 
SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION 
Degree Awarded September 13, 1974 
THOMAS VINCENT DAIGLE, A.B., 1960, Fresno State College 
Elementary Principal 
Thesis: Evaluation of the Specific Learning Disabilities Program at the Floyd 
Elementary School 
Degree Awarded December 20, 1974 
REBECCA GRABER BARRIONUEVO, B.S., 1970, M.A., 1971, University of Iowa 
Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
Thesis: Knowledge and Attitudes Pertaining to Sex Education Courses: A Survey of 
Selected Group of High School Students 
Candidate for Degree May 17, 1975 
Floyd 
Cedar Falls 
DOROTHY KESSLER ENGSTROM, B.A., 1967, M.A. in Ed., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
Elementary Consultant 
Thesis: Iowa Teacher Perceptions of K-6 Articulation in Large School Districts 
Employing K-6 or K-12 Curriculum Directors 
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THE MERCHANT SCHOLARSHIP 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of graduate study 
to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. 
Stephen Eisenbraun 
Johns Hopkins University 
Patricia Geadelmann 
University of North Carolina 
Barbara Severin Lounsberry 
University of Iowa 
Rick Sturdevant 
University of California 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARDS 
The Alumni Achievement Award 
For achievement in the field of Business 
T. WAYNE DAVIS 
President, Control-o-Fax 
Waterloo, Iowa 
For achievement in the field of Coaching 
CHARLES A. PATTEN 
Head Wrestling Coach 
University of Northern Iowa 
For achievement in the field of Speech Path-
ology and Audiology 
JAMES F. CURTIS 
Professor, Speech Pathology 
University of Iowa 
For achievement in the field of Physics 
HARALD C. JENSEN 
Physics Professor (retired) 
Lake Forest College 
Lake Forest, Illinois 
ETHEL M. ACKERMAN 
The Alumni Service Award 
DENNIS P. JENSEN 
Clerk, Field Service 
University of Northern Iowa 
WILLIAM V. ANTHONY 
Assistant Alumni Director (retired) 
University of Northern Iowa 
BETTY L. BURLEY 
Junior High Education 
Mason City, Iowa 
JAMES J. HEINZ 
Vice President 
Colle & McVoy Advertising 
Waterloo, Iowa 
GLEN F. HENRY 
Assistant Professor 
Physical Education for Men 
University of Northern Iowa 
Director, Financial Aids 
University of Northern Iowa 
ROBERT C. KENNY 
President 
Banco Mortgage Company (retired) 
Waterloo, Iowa 
FRANCIS S. (JACK) ORR 
Industrial Arts Eduoaton and Coach 
(retired) 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
DONALD R. PETERS 
Insurance Executive 
Spencer, Iowa 
LE ROY H. REDFERN 
Attorney at Law 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
CATHERINE D. YORK 
Homemaker 
Clinton, Iowa 
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THE ACADEMIC PROCESSIO 
A faculty Marshal heads the academic procession. Candidates for degrees, with Master's 
degree candidates first, are led by student Marshals. ext in line are the Dean's Party, includ-
ing members of the Board of Regents and other honored guests, and university officials with 
platform duties. Then follow Department Heads who also sit on the platform and members of 
the instructional faculty of the college. 
The academic costumes worn trace their on gm to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved, 
hooded gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries 
much diversity occurred. To bring some order out of this, in the United States in 1894, an 
intercollegiate system of academic costume was agreed on and it is now adhered to by more 
than 760 institutions. According to this code, both the styling and the colors of the regalia have 
significance. 
The design of the gown indicates the degree : The bachelor's is a simple gown with a full 
sleeve. The master's gown is much like a bachelor's go wn except for the long sleeve which 
hangs loose. The doctor's gown is more elaborate and worn loosely. It has velvet edging and 
three velvet .str ipes on the full sleeve. The color of this velvet may be black or in the color 
appropriate to the degree. 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all three degrees. The bachelors 
candidates often do not wear the hood. The hood has a velvet edging which indicates the area 
of degree. The inside or lining of the hood is satin and indicates by its colors the college or 
university which granted the degree. 
A partial list of degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the 
doctor's gowns is as follows: 
Apricot-Nursing 
Blue, Dark- Philosophy 
Blue, Light- Education 
Brown- Fine Arts 
Citron- Social Science 
Copper- Economics 
Drab- Business 
Green- Medicine 
Green Sage-Physical Education 
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Lemon- Library Science 
Maize-Agriculture 
Maroon- Home Economics 
Orange-Engineering 
Pink- Music 
Purple-Law 
Scarlet- Theology 
White-Arts and Letters 
Yell ow, Golden- Science 
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL 
0 beautiful for patriot dream, that sees beyond the years 
Thine alabaster cities gleam, undimmed by human tears ! 
America ! America! God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea. 
0 beautiful for patriot dream, that sees beyond the years 
Thine alabaster cities gleam, undimmed by human tears ! 
America ! America! God shed His grace on thee, 
And crown thy good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea. 

